Basic equations of the heory of
elastic waves in solids

In this chapter, the basic equations of the theory of elastic waves in solids are discussed. Starting
from a microscopic, corpuscular point of view, the following macroscopic solid quantities are
introduced through an appropriate spatial averaging procedure: number density of particles,
drift velocity, volume density of mass, and mass flow density. The conservation of mass during
the flow of particles, together with its consequences, are investigated. Next, the equation of
motion of the solid, the equation of deformation rate, the constitutive relations, the boundary
conditions at the interface of two different solids, and the transport of elastodynamic energy
are discussed. Finally, the low-velocity linearised versions of the equations for elastic waves in
a solid at rest are presented. As an introduction to the theory of elastic radiation from sources,
the elastic scalar and vector potentials and the associated point-source solutions (Green’s
functions) are introduced.

I O. 1 Number density, drift velocity, volume density of mass, and mass flow
density of a collection of moving particles
Our analysis starts by considering a collection of identifiable particles whose geometrical
dimensions are negligibly small. The collection is present in some domain ~9 in three-dimensional space ~ Each particle carries a label by which it can be distinguished from all the other
particles, and the particle with the label p occupies, at the instant t, the position x(P)(t). If x
changes with time, the (instantaneous) velocity wr(p) of the particle is given by wr(p) = dtxr(p),
where dt indicates the change of position with time that an observer registers when moving
along with the particle. We now select a standard, shift- and time-invariant subdomain ~9e of
~D, a so-called representative elementary domain, whose maximum diameter is small compared
to the geometrical dimensions of the macroscopic system we are analysing and small compared
to the scale on which the macroscopic quantities we are going to introduce show spatial changes,
but that nevertheless contains so large a number of particles that it can be considered as an
elementary part of a continuum on the macroscopic scale (Figures 10.1-1 and 10.1-2).
The basic assumption (of statisical physics) is that appropriate spatial averages over ~ge of
the microscopic quantities lead to the associated macroscopic quantities, the latter being
assumed to vary piecewise continuously with position. (This is the so-called continuum
hypothesis.)
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Figure 10.1-1 Domain D in which a collection of moving particles is present; De is a time- and
shift-invariant representative elementary domain with centre x.

Number density
Let x be the position of the (bary)centre of De(x), and let Ne = Ne(x, t) be the number of particles
present in De(x). Then, the macroscopic nulnber density n = n(x,t) of the collection of particles
attributed to the position x and taken at time t is defined as

n - N~(x,t)/Ve ,

(10.1-1)

where
(10.1-2)
’e~, (x)

~ (o)

Figure 10. | -2 Representative elementary domain De with a collection of moving particles.
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is the volume of ~De. (The shift invariance of ~D~ implies that ifx’~D~(x), then ~’~D~(0), where
Note: The position of the barycentre of ~D~(x) is defined as
X = Ve"-1 /

(10.1-3)

x’ dV.

,ix’~ (x)
The continuum hypothesis states that n = n(x,t) is a piecewise continuous function of x. The
total number of particles N = N(t) present in some bounded domain ~D = ~D(t) then follows as
the sum of the numbers of particles present in the representative elementary subdomains that
belong to ~D(t), i.e.
(10.1-4)

N(t) = | n(x,t) dV.
¯ ~ x~ ~ (t)
Drift velocity

Next, the average velocity, transport velocity, or drift velocity vr of the particles is introduced
as

Vr(X,t) = (Wr)(X,t) = [Ne(x,t)] -1 ~V~(x,O
~ W~r )’

(10.1-5)

p=l

where (...) denotes the arithmetic mean of the quantity in angular brackets. It is noted that the
chaotic part of the motion of the particles, which determines the thermodynamic notion of their
temperature, averages out in Equation (10.1-5) and does not contribute to the right-hand side.

Conservation of particles
Upon following, for a short while At, the collection of particles present in ~9(t) on its course, a
conservation law is arrived at. Let the number of particles present in D(t) at the instant t be
N(t) : | n(x,t) dV ,
¯ ~ x~ (0

(10.1-6)

and let these particles occupy at the instant t + At the domain ~D(t + At). Then, the number of
particles N(t + At) present in ~9(t + At) is given by
N(t + At) = [ n(x,t + At) dV ,
,Ix~(t+At)

(10.1-7)

where n(x,t + At) is the number density at the instant t + At. Assume that, in the meantime,
particles have somehow been created at the overall rate dtNcr or annihilated at the overall rate
dtNann. The consideration that no other processes than the ones that are mentioned are involved
leads to the balance equation
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N(t+At)=N(t)+[dtNcr-dtNann]At+o(At) as At-->0.

(10.1-8)
Now, assuming that n = n(x,t) is, throughout ~V(t), continuously differentiable with respect to
t, we have the Taylor expansion
as At-->0.

n(x,t + At) = n(x,t) + ~tn(x,t) At + o(At)

(10.1-9)
Note: For thedefinition of Landau’sorder symbols o and O, seeEquations (A.8-1)-(A.8-6).
Furthermore, thegeometryofthedomain ~D(t) as it changes with t entails that (see Figure
10.1-3, where ~D(t + At) is decomposed into the part that it has in common with ~9(t), the part
that has been left behind and the part that has been acquired)

n(x,O dr= f n(x,t) dV
~D (t+At)

d X~D (t)

+ [ n(x,t)Vr(X,t) At dAr + o(At) as At---~0,
o x~bD(t)

(10.1-10)

where OD(t) is the boundary surface of D(t) and vr is the local drift velocity with which the
particles on OD(t) move, while

fx

~tn(x,t) dV= fx ~tn(x,t) dV+ o(1)

~D (t+At)

as At---~.

(10.1-11)

~D (t)

Combining Equations (10.1-9), (10.1-10) and (10.1-11), the result

Ix

~D (t+At)

n(x,t + At) dV= ~tf x~D(t+At) n(x,t) dV + f

.t x~D (t+At)

-

~tn(x,t) At dV + o(At)

~(n(x,t)t) dV +. n(x,t)Vr(X,t) At dAr
o x~D (0

+I

~tn(x,t)

o x~ (0

At dV+ o(At) as At---~0

(10.1-12)

is obtained. From Equations (10.1-12) and (10.1-6)-(10.1-8) it follows by dividing by At and
taking the limit At-+0, that
¯Ix )|~’.D(,dtn(X’t) dVJx~(O
+I

rt(x’t)Yr(X’t) dAr= dtNcr(t) -dtNann

(0.

(10.1-13)

Equation (10.1-13) is known as the conservation law of particle flow.
Introducing the volume densities of the rates of particle creation hcr and particle annihilation
r~ann similar to Equation (10.1-1), we can write
dtNcr(t) = dt f x

cr(X,t) dV =l hcr(X,t) dV ,

(10.1-14)

. X~D(t)

dtNann(t)=dtlx~(t) nann(X’t) dV=Lg(t~ann(X’t)dg"

(10.1-15)
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Figure 10.1-3 Conservation law for particles occupying the domain D with boundary surface Oa9 and
moving with a drift velocity v.

(The dot over a symbol is a standard notation in physics to indicate the time rate of change.)
Using these expressions in Equation (10.1-13) and applying Gauss’ integral theorem to the
second integral on the left-hand side of Equation (10.1-13) under the assumption that nvr is
continuously differentiable throughout D(t), we obtain
(10.1-16)
hcr - tiann ) dV "
~x~D(t)
[~tn + ~r(nVr)] dV = ~x t(~(

Since Equation (10.1-16) has to hold for any domain, and the integrands are assumed to be
continuous functions of position, we arrive at (for the justification of this step, see Exercise
10.1-2)
~tn + ~r(nVr) = hcr - tiann.

(10.1-17)

Equation (10.1-17) is known as the continuity equation of particle flow.

Volume density of mass and mass flow density
Next, let us concentrate on the mechanical properties of the particles. Consider again the
representative elementary domain De(x) and let Ne(x,t) be the number of particles present in it.
In addition, let m(p) be the mass of the particle with the labelp, then the volume density of mass
/9 is defined as
N~(x,O
p(X,t) = g~1 X m(p) ’
(10.1-18)
p=l

and the mass flow density qbl~ as
~V,(x,O
q~k(X,t)
(P)w~,).
= VZI ~_~m
p=l

(10.1-19)
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Upon using Equation (10.1-1), Equation (10.1-18) can be rewritten as
P = (Ne/Ve)NZ1 Z m(p)
p=l

(10.1-20)
and Equation (10.1-19) as
~k = (Ne/V~)NZ1 Z m~)w~)(t)
p=l
: n(mwk) .

(10.1-21)
In terms of the volume density of mass, the total massM = M(t) ofthepar ticlesin somedomain
~D(t) is given by
M(t) = fx~D( t;(x’t)dV"

(10.1-22)

In what follows, it will be necessary to distinguish between the different types of particles as
far as their mass is concerned. Let the subscript B be the label that indicates the value of the
mass of particles of type B. (In as far as the mechanical properties are concerned, the subscript
B indicates the different mechanical substances out of which the collection of particles is
composed.) Furthermore, let the superscript p denote the label of an individual particle within
the collection of particles of a certain type. For all particles of type B we obviously have
rnB(p) = mB.

(10.1-23)

Now, let, Ne,B = Ne,B (x,t) denote the number of particles of type B present in the representative
elementary domain ~ge(x). The number density of particles of type B is then given by
nB(X,t) = N~,B(X,t)]Ve ,

(10.1-24)

their volume density of mass by
Nr, n(x,t)
PB(X’t) = V~I Z m~B)
p=l

= [Ne, B(X,t)/V~] mB
= nB(X,t) mB,

and their mass flow density by
¢B;k(x’t) = W1 Z (P) (P)
mB Wl~;k(t)
p=l

= v~’lmB Z WB(~’,)k(t)
p=l
N~,n(x,t)
= [Ne, B(x’t)/Ve][Ne, B(X’t)]-lmB Z wB~’,)k(t)
p=l

(10.1-25)
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= nB(x,t)mBvB;l~(x,t)
= pB(X,t)VB;k(X,t).

(10.1-26)

Taking all types of particles together, the contributions from the different substances add up to
the total volume density of mass
(10.1-27)

P = ~ PB
B

and the total mass flow density

(10.1-28)
B

Conservation of mass
A relationship between PB and qbB;/c is obtained when the conservation law Equation (10.1-13)
is applied to the particles of the type B. Multiplication of Equation (10.1-13) by mB leads to
f ~tPBdV+[ qbB;k dAk =f (/~B,cr
-/0B,ann ) dV,
,~ x~(t)
a xc-OD(t)

(10.1-29)

x~D(t)

where/Sn,cr and/~B,ann denote the volume densitites of the rates at which mass is created and
annihilated, respectively, through particles of type B. In the same way, multiplication of
Equation (10.1-17) by mB leads to
OttgB + ~kC2bB;k =/~B,cr -/:iB,ann ’
(10.1-30)
Now, in the majority of physical processes there is, on a macroscopic scale, no net creation or
annihilation of mass. In that case, a summing over all types of particles leads to
~/SB,cr =0
B

and

~B,ann =0.

(10.1-31)

B

Under this condition, the summing of Equation (10.1-29) over all types of particles yields
f x~D(t)~tp dV + fx~Oa)(t)CIgk dAk =O ’

(10.1-32)

while the summing of Equation (10.1-30) over all types of par ticles yields
~t~O + ~k~k = 0.

(10.1-33)

Equation (10.1-32) is known as the conservation law of mass; Equation (10.1-33) is known as
the continuity equation of mass flow.

Stationary flow of particles
A flow of particles is called stationary, or steady, when n, vr, hcr and/iann are independent of
time. As the mass of a particle is also independent of time, the quantities p, qb/~,/3cr and/3ann are,
for a stationary mass flow, independent of time.
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Static distribution of particles
A distribution of particles is called static if no macroscopic transport of particles takes place;
hence, Vr = 0 for a static distribution of particles. Correspondingly, for a static distribution of
particles q~/~ = 0.

Exercises

Exercise 10. I-1

In a collection of particles with number density n we consider a domain in the shape of a cube
with edge length a. (a) What is the value of a if the cube is to contain, on average, a single
particle? (b) What is the value ofa ifn = 26.86763 × 1024 m-3 (Loschmidt constant, i.e. number
density of particles of an ideal gas at a temperature of 273.15 K and at a pressure of 101325
Pa)?
Answers: (a) a = n-~; (b) a = 0.33388 x 10-8 m.
Exercise 10.1-2

Show that iff=f(x,t) is a continuous function ofx and t and

fx

f(x,t) dV = 0

~D(t)

for any ~V(t), thenf(x,t) = 0 for all x~a9 (t). (Hint: The proof follows by reductio ad absurdum.
Assume that f(xo,t) > 0, then, on account of the assumed continuity, f(x,t) > 0 in some
neighbourhood B0 ofx0. By taking D to be this neighbourhood it follows that

fx

f(x,t) dV > O,

~o

which is contrary to what is given. Repeat the same argument for f(xo,t) < 0 and draw the
conclusion.)
Exercise 10, 1-3

Derive Equation (10.1-17) directly from Equation (10.1-13) by taking for the domain ~V the
three-dimensional rectangle ~D = {x’aR.3; xm - Axra/2 < x~ < Xra + zS~Cm/2}. Assume that nvr is
continuously differentiable and use for nvr everywhere on ~a9 the first-order Taylor expansion
[nVr](X;t) = [nVr](X,t) + (xt~ -xm)3m[nVr](X,t) + o([x’-Xl) as Ix’-x[--~0. Divide the resulting
expression by AxlZS~x2Ax3 and take the limit ZSXl--~0, z~c2---~0, Ax3--~0.
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Exercise 10, 1-4
Show that for a stationary flow of particles the conservation law of particle flow (Equation
(10.1-13)) reduces to
(10.1-34)
~xc_O~(X)Vr(X)dAr=~x~D[ftcr(X)_ liana(X)] dV.

Exercise 10, 1-5
Show that for a stationary mass flow the conservation law of mass (Equation (10.1-32)) reduces
to

f

Oh~:(x) dAk = 0.

(10.1-35)

x~D

Exercise 10, 1-6
Show that for a stationary flow of particles the continuity equation of particle flow (Equation
(10.1-17)) reduces to
~r(nVr) = hcr _ riann.
(10.1-36)

Exercise 10.1-7
Show that for a stationary mass flow the continuity equation for mass flow (Equation (10.1-33)),
reduces to
(10.1-37)
~k~k = 0.
Exercise 10, 1-8
Prove that for any continuously differentiable function (/) = ~(x,t) the following properties hold:
(a) ~t[g~l ~x’~D~ (x)~(x"t)dV]= g~l la x’~D, (x)Ot~(x"t)dV;

Here, De(x) is a representative elementary domain and 0p’ 45(x; t) means differentiation with
respect to x[~. (Hint: (a) follows by using the definition of derivative with respect to t; (b) follows
by using the definition of derivative with respect to xp, showing that
Op Ve"-1 f qb(X~,t) dV = Ve-1 ’~bDe(x)

a x’~D~ (x)
and applying Gauss’ integral theorem to the last integral.)
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Exercise 10.1-9

Show, by using the method that leads from Equations (10.1-6)-(10.1-8) to Equation (10.1 - 13),
that for any function ~ = ~(x,t) that is associated with the conservative flow of particles with
drift velocity Vr we have

dt f

O dV=f

x~(O

~t~[-t(x,t) dV + f ~[-t(x,t)Vr(X,t) dAr .

a xo3~(O

(10.1-38)

(This result is known as Reynolds’transport theorem.)

Exercise 10. 1-10

Show, from the result of Exercise 10.1-9, that for any continuously differenfiable function N =
Yt(x,t) that is associated with the conservative flow of particles with continuously differentiable
drift velocity Vr = Vr(X,t) we have

(Hint: Apply Gauss’ integral theorem to the boundary integral in Equation (10.1-38).) Upon
rewriting the left-hand side as
dt fx~D(t)~F(x,t)dV= fx~9(O~t(x’t)dV,

(10.1-39)

we also conclude that
~(x,t) = ~t~ff(x,t) + Dr [Vr(X,t) ~l(x,t) ] .

(10.1-40)

10.2 Conservation of the number of particles and its consequences
The conservation of the number of particles (which implies that particles are neither created
nor annihilated), entails certain consequences that can be useful when studying the time rate of
change of some physical quantity to the value of which each particle contributes additively. As
far as transport of mass is concerned, Equations (10.1-32) and (10.1-33) are such consequences,
but they can be generalised to other quantities, such as (linear) momentum, angular momentum
and kinetic energy, for all of which a volume density can be defined. Since in the expression
for the time rate of change of any quantity the drift velocity occurs, it is again necessary to
distinguish between the different types of particles out of which the solid under consideration
is composed. Let ~B denote a quantity whose macroscopic value has been obtained by the
process of volume averaging over a representative elementary domain age(x) (see Section 10.1);
~B may be a scalar, or a Cartesian component of a tensor of arbitrary rank. Let us consider the
time rate of change of this quantity as far as it can be attributed to the particles of type B that
are, at the instant t, present in the domain ~D(t). A reasoning similar to the one that led to Equation
(10.1-13), with dtNcr = 0 and d/Nann= 0, yields (see Exercise 10.1-9 and Equation (10.1-38))
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Ot [nB(x,t)q/B(X,t)]dV

x~D(O

+ f nB(X,t)~B(X,t)VB;r(X,t) dAr,
,t x~ (t)

(10.2-1)

where VB;r iS the drift velocity of the particles of type B. On the assumption that nBgtBVB;r is
continuously differentiable in ~)(t), the application of Gauss’ theorem to the boundary integral
on the right-hand side and a grouping of the terms in a manner that is adapted to later
interpretation lead to

+ ~’B(x,t)~r fnu(x.t)vmr(x,t)] + [n.(x,t)vmAx,t)] 0~u(x,0 } dV.

(10..2-2)

Using the continuity equation of particle flow, Equation (10.1-17) with tier = 0 and tiann = 0, for
the particles of the substance B, Equation (10.2-2) reduces to
dt ~x~, (ffB(x’t) ~PB(x’t) dV =

a fx~. (OnB(X’t) [Ot ~PB(X’t) + VB;r(X’t)OrWB(X’t) ] dV . (10.2-3)

Now, the operator Ot + VB;r~r on the right-hand side of Equation (10.2-3) produces the time rate
of change that an observer registers when moving through the solid with the drift velocity
vB;r. This rate of change is called the co-moving time derivative; the corresponding operator is
denoted by the symbol
(10.2-4)
Dt = ~t + VB;r~r .
To elucidate this, let us consider how the quantity ~uB changes when the instant of observation
changes from t to t + At, during which time the observer moves with the drift velocity VB;r of
the particles of type B. By the definition of the derivative, for this case
~B(X + ~,t + At) = kVB(X,t) + DttlJB(X,t) At + o(At) as Ate0.

(10.2-5)

However, a Taylor expansion of kVB in space-time yields
gtn(x + Ax, t + At) = gts(x,t) + [3tgtB(x,t)
+ VB;r(X,t)OrtI/B(X,t)] At + o(At)

as At-->0, (10.2-6)

where the relationship
Axr = VB;rAt

(10.2-7)

has been used. From Equations (10.2-5) and (10.2-6) it follows that
Dt~B = OtYtB + VB;rOr~B,

(10.2-8)

which was to be proved.
With this, Equation (10.2-3) reduces to
dt f.t x~ (t)nB(x’t)~l~B(X’t) dV= f x~a)(t~B(X’t)Dt~[/B(X’t) dV"

(10.2-9)
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Several applications of this relation will be discussed below.

Mass
As a first example of the application of Equation (10.2-9), the case ~B = mB is considered. In
this case, Equation (10.2-9) reduces, since DtrnB = 0 (i.e. the mass of a particle does not change
during its motion), to
dt ~ nB(x,t)mB dV= 0.
~’ x~ (0

(10.2-10)

With the aid of nB1nB = PB (see Equation (10.1-25)) this result can be rewritten as
dt f /gB(X,t)

dV=0,

(10.2-11)

which is, on account of Equations (10.2-1) and (10.1-26), equivalent to Equation (10.1-29)in
the absence of either creation or annihilation of particles.

Linear momentum
As a second example of the application of Equation (10.2-9), the case is considered where ktt~3
is a Cartesian component of the linear momentum mBVB;k of the particles of type B. In this case,
Equation (10.2-9) yields, since again DtmB = O,
dt f nB(X,t),nI3vB;I~(X,t) dV= fx,n dV,
~ x~D(t)
~D[t)B(x’t)mBDtvB;k(X’t)

(10.2-12)

or, using nBmB = PB (see Equation (10.1-25)),
dt f PB(X,t)VB;k(X,t) dV= ~ PB(X,t)DtVB;k(X,t) dV.
X~D(t)d

(10.2-13)

x~D(t)

This result will be used in Section 10.3.

Angular momentum
As a third example of the application of Equation (10.2-9), the case is considered where ~B is
a Cartesian component of the angular momentum Ei, j,kXjmBVB;k of the particles of type B with
respect to the origin of the chosen reference frame. In this case, Equation (10.2-9) yields, since
again DtmB = O,
dt f ei,j,kXjnB(X,t)mBVB;k(x,t) dV
,~ x~ ~ (t)
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However,
Dtxj = (~t + VB;r~r)Xj = VB;rC~r,j = VB;j ,

(10.2-15)

since (note that x1, x2, x3 and t are independent coordinates) 3txj=and
0 ~rXj = ~r,j"
Furthermore, in view of the properties of the Levi-Civita tensor (see Appendix A),
gi, j,kVB;jVB;k -- 0.

(10.2-16)

Hence, Equation (10.2-14) can, with nama = PB (see Equation (10.1-25)), be rewritten as
dt ~x~D(t)~i,j,kXjPB(x,t)vB.,k(X,t) dV= fx~D(t)~i,j,kXjPB(X,t)DtVB;k(X,t) dV. (10.2-17)

This result, too, will be used in Section 10.3.

Kinetic energy
As a fourth example of the application of Equation (10.2-9), the case is considered where ~a
is the kinetic energy ½mBVB;kVB;k associated with the macroscopic motion of the particles of
type B. In this case, Equation (10.2-9) yields, since DtmB = 0 and Dt(VB;kVB;k) =
2VB;kDtVB;k,
~9 (t~ nB (x’t )mB VB ;k(x’t)VB ;k(X’t ) d V
=I

nB(x,t)mBVB;k(X,t)DtVB;k(X,t) dV,

(10.2-18)

x~(t)

or, using nBmB = PB (see Equation (10.1-25)),
dt f x~e(t) PB(X’t)VB’,k(X’t)VB;k(X’t) dV
= fx¢~)(t~B(X,t)VB;k(X,t)DtvB;k(X,t) dV.

(10.2-19)

This result will be used in Section 10.7.

10.3 The equation of motion
In this section the action of forces on the solid is investigated. Let us consider the portion of
the solid that is present in some bounded domain D. Let Oagbe the boundary surface of a9 (Figure
10.3-1).
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In general, some part of 0D coincides with a free boundary of the total solid, while the
remaining part of 0D is in contact with remaining portions of the solid. On the free part of
OD, external surface forces can be applied to the solid; on the part of 3D that is an interface
with the remaining solid, the solid portion under consideration is subject to surface forces of
the contact type. For both types of surface forces it is, in accordance with the standard methods
of continuum mechanics, assumed that the value of the surface force dF~ exerted on an
elementary part dS of OD of area dA is proportional to dA, through which property the traction
t/c at a point of ODis defined as
t/~ = dFff/dA as maxdiam(dS)---~0,

(10.3-1)

where maxdiam(...) denotes the maximum diameter of the set indicated in parentheses. From
Equation (10.3-1) it follows that dF~ = tk dA, and hence the total surface force Fff acting on
~D is expressed in terms of the traction as
F~s = f tk dA,

(10.3-2)

where it is assumed that t/~ is piecewise continuous at 0D. Across OD, this force acts on the solid
inside D.
Another type of force that acts on the solid in D, is the one that acts on the particles present
in each elementary part of D; this kind of force is denoted as the volume force. Examples of
volume forces are: the force due to gravity (i.e. the mechanical interaction of matter at some
point of D with matter located elsewhere in space), and forces of a non-mechanical origin (for
example, electromagnetic forces in electrically conducting solids). The volume forces have in
common the property that the value of the force dF~V acting on an elementary part dVof D with
volume dV is proportional to dV, and through this property the volume density of volume force
fk is defined as
fl~ = dF~/dV as maxdiam (d~---~0.

(10.3-3)

From Equation (10.3-3) it follows that dF~v =f~ dV, and hence the total volume force F~ acting
on the solid in D, is expressed in terms of the volume density of force as

where it is assumed thatf/~ is piecewise continuous in D.
Now, the equation of motion (Newton’s law) states that the net result of surface and volume
forces causes the (linear) momentum of the portion of the solid contained in D to change in
time. Considering the fact that the total momentum of the solid portion contained in D equals
the sum of the contributions PBVB;k per volume from the particles of the different substances B
out of which the solid is composed, we have for the total (linear) momentum
fx~EpBvB;kdV=E fx PBVB;kdV’
DB

B

~D

Hence, on account of Newton’s law,

(10.3-5)
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fl, dV
Figure 10.3-1 Portion of a solid occupying the bounded domain D with boundary surface 0D, with
surface forces acting on 0D and volume forces acting in D.

(10.3-6)
However, on account of Equation (10.2-13) we have

(10.3-7)
Substitution of Equation (10.3-7) in Equation (10.3-6) leads to
(10.3-8)
B ~t x~D

In our further analysis we shall restrict ourselves to the case that is characteristic for a solid (as
opposed to a multi-phase fluid) where the acoustic wave motion is a phenomenon that is
associated with a common collective motion that all particles share. This implies that VB;k is the
drift velocity common to all substances. This collective motion is established through the
mechanical binding forces on the microscopic level between the different particles, and through
these forces the different particles are prevented from macroscopically drifting apart from each
other. Accordingly, we shall henceforth write
VB,k -- Vk ,

(10.3-9)

where v/c is the local collective drift velocity of all solid particles. Furthermore, as
~ PB = P,

(10.3-10)

B

Equation (10.3-8) can under these circumstances be written as
~xc__oDtk dA + ~x~k dV = ~x~.~Dtvk dV.

(10.3-11)

Furthermore, with regard of the traction it is observed that it changes with the orientation of
the elementary surface with area dA. Let the orientation of the relevant elementary surface be
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characterised by the unit vector um along its normal pointing away from ~D, then a consistent
theory can be developed if we assume that the traction is linearly related to this unit normal. In
accordance with this we write
tk = Um~m,k,

(10.3-12)

where Vm,k denotes the stress. A relation of the type shown in Equation (10.3-12) implies that
the stress is a tensor of rank two. In those cases where ~:m,k can be defined in D and is
continuously differentiable throughout ~D, the application of Gauss’ integral theorem yields
(10.3-13)
Using Equations (10.3-12) and (10.3-13) in Equation (10.3-11), it follows that

fx

[Om~m,k +fk - PDtvk] dV = O.

(10.3-14)

Equation (10.3-14) holds for any domain in the solid where the stress is continuously
differentiable. In any domain where the entire integrand is continuous, we then have (see
Exercise 10.1-2)
Orn72rn,k + fk -- pDtvk = O .

(10.3-15)

Equation (10.3-15) is the Iocatform of the equation of motion.
Equation (10.3-12) implies that in the chosen Cartesian reference frame the component
of the stress can be interpreted as the component along the xk-direction of the traction exerted
on an elementary surface whose unit normal points along the xm-direction. The property that
the traction on an arbitrarily oriented elementary surface can, in accordance with Equation
(10.3-12), be reconstructed from the local stress, can be elucidated as follows. Let us apply
Equation (10.3-12) to the domain interior to the tetrahedron ~’O~10~2 O,3 of which the triangular
faces PQ2Q3, PQ3Q1 and PQIQ2 are perpendicular to the x1, x2 and x3 axes (Figure 10.3-2),
respectively.
Let A1, A2 and A3 denote the areas of the faces PQ2Q3, PQ3Q1 and PQIQ2, respectively,
and let A and Urn denote the area and the unit vector along the normal to the triangular face
QIQ2Q3, pointing away from the interior of the tetrahedron, then we have
A1 = viA, A2 = v2A, A3 = v3A

(10.3-16)

Furthermore, the unit vectors along the normals to the faces PQ2Q3, PQ3Q1 and PQ1Q2,
pointing away from the interior of the tetrahedron, are given by -i(1), -i(2), and -i(3),
respectively. Now, upon letting the dimensions of the tetrahedron reduce to zero, and assuming
that the integrands in the volume integrals in Equation (10.3-11) remain bounded, we arrive at
tkA - TI,kA1 - "C2,kA2 - ~73,kA3 = 0.

(10.3-17)

In view of Equation (10.3-16), Equation (10.3-17) is equivalent to Equation (10.3-12).
Equation (10.3-11) takes into account the conservation of linear momentum. Another
mechanical equation to be taken into account is the convervation of angular momentum. To
investigate the consequences of this conservation law, the moments of the different forces with
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~(3)
-i(3)

,~
i(1)

i(2)

Figure 10.3-2 Tetrahedron ~’Q,1Q,2Q,3 of which the triangular faces ~oq,2Q,3, ~°Q,3Q,1 and ~’0,,10,,2 are
perpendicular to the xl, x2 and x3 axes, respectively.

respect to some fixed point in space are needed; for the latter we take the origin O of the chosen
Cartesian reference frame. According to elementary mechanics the moment Mi of any force Fk
with respect to O is given by
Mi = ~i,j,~jF~c’
(10.3-18)
where t~i,j,k is the completely antisymmetrical unit tensor of rank three (Levi-Civita tensor).
Furthermore, the total angular momentum Li of the collectively moving mass present in the
domain ff)(t) is given by
Li= ~B IX~(t;i,J,~jnB(x’t’mBvB;k(x’t) dV

= f x~D(t;t’j’kXjpvk dV ’

(10.3-19)

where the case VB;k -- Vk for all substances B is again considered. Now, taking into account that
the total moment of all forces acting on the solid present in ~D(t) must be equal to the time rate
of change of the angular momentum of the total mass present in ~(t), the following equation
is obtained:
(10.3-20)
c-x3~D (t)

However, application of .Equation (10.2-17) yields
dtlx~.D(t)ei’j’kXjpvkdV=~x~D(t;i’j’kxjpDtvkdV"

(10.3-21)
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Combining Equations (10.3-20) and (10.3-21), it follows that
~D(t)~i,j, kXjfk dV=D(t)ei’j’kXjpDtVk dV.

c-OD(t)

(10.3-22)

Next, Equation (10.3-12) is used in the first term on the left-hand side of Equation (10.3-22).
This leads to
f x Xjtk dA = f xjl~mrra,k dA .
~:3~D (t)

(10.3-23)

d xc-~D (t)

Application of Gauss’ integral theorem to the right-hand side of Equatibn (10.3-23) yields
fxl~rnXj~m,kdA=f ~m(Xj~m,k)dV
x~D(t)

~-c3~D(t)

= fx~D(t)(zj,l~ + Xj3mZrn,k) dV,

(10.3-24)

where the property OmXj = C~m,j has been used. Upon substituting Equation (10.3-24) in Equation
(10.3-22), and using the local form of the equation of motion (Equation (10.3-15)), we finally
obtain
~i,j,k f ~jkdV-O’

(10.3-25)

~ x~ (t) ’
Since Equation (10.3-25) has to hold for any domain in the interior of the solid, and rj,/~ has
been assumed to be continuous, we arrive at the relation
~i,j,k~j,k = 0.

(10.3-26)

By successively taking i = 1,2,3 in Equation (10.3-26), we obtain
zj,k - zk,j = 0,

(10.3-27)

rk, j = rj,k.

(10.3-28)

Hence, the stress is a symmetrical tensor (of rank two). Whenever appropriate, we can therefore
replace ~-j,~ by
vj,k = (vj,k + Vk, j)/2 .

(10.3-29)

Note that Equation (10.3-25) has been derived under the condition that no body couples without
force are present, which is the usual case for the commonly present solids. For solids in which
body couples are present (the so-called Cosserat continua (see, Teodorescu 1975), the theory
is different; the analysis of such solids is beyond the scope of the present treatise.
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As far as terminology is concemed, the components of the stress ~i,j for which i = j are
denoted as normal stresses and the components for which i #j as shearing stresses. In some
applications, especially in the theory of viscous fluids and the equivalent fluid theory for
compressional waves in a solid, the stress is decomposed as
(10.3-30)

t:i,j = ~k,k~i,j/3 + (~i,j - ~k,kdi,j/3) ,

in which the first term on the right-hand side is the isotropic tension (the opposite of the isotropic
pressure), which is equal to the mean normal stress, and the second term is denoted as the
deviatoric stress.
In most of the applications, in, for example, geophysics and the non-destructive evaluation
of mechanical structures, the influence of the volume forces is negligible, except in the case
where they are caused by non-mechanical effects (piezo-electric, magneto-elastic, or thermoelastic effects, for example). In the latter case the volume forces can, for the elastic wave motion,
be considered as source terms in the equation of motion. Therefore, we shall in the subsequent
analysis reserve the symbolfk for the volume source density of external forces.
As to the inertia term pDtvl~ in Equation (10.3-15) it is observed that it actually arises from
the time rate of change of the mass flow density; the particular form that it takes in Equation
(10.3-15) is a consequence of considering the mass flow density to be due to the motion of a
collection of more or less free particles, each of which has a specific (scalar) mass, and
subsequently applying the principle of the conservation of mass. In some geophysical
applications, this model is inadequate to explain the macroscopic physical phenomena. In
particular, this occurs in the macroscopic elastic behaviour of fluid-filled porous rock. Here,
one constituent (the fluid) can, on a microscopic scale, carry out fairly large movements with
respect to the other (the solid matrix material), which makes the inertia behaviour of the
composite on a macroscopic level far more complicated than is described by the simpler model
used so far. To incorporate such effects, Equation (10.3-15) is, denoting the mass flow density
rate by q6k, generalised to
(10.3-31)

3mZ’m,k- ~k = -fk ’

Now, in Equation (10.3-31) it is not immediately obvious that Equation (10.3-28) holds. To
make this explicit in the equation of motion, we rewrite rrn,k as (rm,k + rk, m)/2 and change
Equation (10.3-31) into
(10.3-32)

Om(rm,k + rk, m)]2- ~)k = -fk"

With the aid of the symmetrical unit tensor of rank four (see Equation (A.7-43))
A+
÷
]2
k,m,p,q -- ( (}k, pr}m,q ¢}k,qr}m,p)

,

(10.3-33)

we rewrite Equation (10.3-32) in its final form for further use as
+

-Ak, rn,p,q~mTYp,q ÷ ~)k = fk "

(10.3-34)

In this equation, the mass flow density rate q~k is related to the mass flow density q~k via
dt ~D(t)q)(x,t) dV= Ix~(t)C~k (X,t) dV.

(10.3-35)
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Exercises
Exercise 10.3-1

Express the normal and the tangential parts of the traction at a surface with unit vector along
the normal ~’k in terms of the local stress.
Answer: normal part of the traction = l~kl~m~m,nPn; tangential part of the traction = Urnrm,~,
-- I.,kl~ mTYm,n~,n.

Exercise 10,3-2
Show all components of the stress on the faces of a small rectangular brick with edges parallel
to the axes of a Cartesian reference frame.
Answer: see Figure 10.3-3.
Exercise 10.3-3
+
Verify that
A k,m,p,qOm’~p,
q ---~m(’C k, m + "t:m,k) /2 .

Exercise 10. 3-4
+
=/~+_m,k,p,q
- ‘5+-m~,q,p = Z~k,m,q,p,
+
,5+ = A~,q,k,ra"
+
Verify that Ak,m,p,
and that l~,m,p,q
q

"~3,3

1"2,2

i(3)

o

(2)
i(1)
Figure | 0.3-3 Components of the stress on the faces of a small 3-block or 3-rectangle.
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I0.4 The deformalion equation
To characterise the local changes in dimensions and/or shape that a portion of the solid
undergoes with time, we first consider the time rate of change in length and/or orientation that
the line segment ~’O~joining two neighbouring points P and O~in the solid undergoes (Figure
10.4-1).
Let x and y be the position vectors of the points P and 0~, respectively, and let Vq(X,t) and
vq(y,t) be the drift or particle velocities at ~’ and 0~, respectively. Following ~’ and O~on their
motion during the short time interval At, we arrive at ~" and 0~’, respectively, whose position
vectors are x’ andy’, respectively, where, in accordance with the definition of velocity, we have
(10.4-1)

xj = xj + vj(x,t) At + o(At) as At-->0,
and

(10.4-2)
yf =yj+vj(y,t)At+o(At) as At-->0.
Now, for Q in the neighbourhood of T we have, assuming that the particle velocity is a
continuously differentiable function of position,
vj(y,t) = vj(x,t) + (Yi - xi)Oivj + o(y - x) as lY - xl 0.
(10.4-3)
For the time rate of change in the projections of the line segment ~’O~on the axes of the chosen
Cartesian reference frame we therefore obtain the expression
limit->0

(y/ - x/ ) - (yj - xj)
= (Yi - Xi)~ iVj(X,t) + O(y -- X) as lY - xl-->0. (10.4-4)
At

Equation (10.4-4) learns that the left-hand side is linearly related to the projections of the line
segment ~°@on the axes of the chosen Cartesian reference frame and that the tensor of rank two
3ivj fully specifies this linear relationship. The relevant tensor is denoted as the (particle)
velocity gradient tensor.
Not all components of the velocity gradient tensor contribute, however, to the deformation
of the solid, since part of the changes in relative position between neighbouring points can
consist of a local rigid rotation. Now, for a rigid body rotation with particle velocity wi, angular
velocity c0j and axis of rotation through ~’(with position vector x) we have the relation from the
mechanics of the motion of rigid bodies

(10.4-5)

wi = ei,j,kO)j(y~:- xg).

To identify which part in the right-hand side of Equation (10.4-4) corresponds to a rigid rotation,
we must express wj in terms of the spatial derivatives of wi. By direct differentiations (with
respect to the moving coordinate Yb since x/~ remains fixed) we obtain
OmWn = ~m [En,j,kCOj(Yk- Xk) ] = En,j,kO)jdm,k = en,j,m°Oj’

(10.4-6)

From this equation we arrive, upon replacing the subscriptj byj’ and operating on the resulting
equation with ~,m,n, at
1

O)j -" ~Ej,m,n~rnWn ,

(10.4-7)

where the relation ~j,rn,nt~n,j,,rn = 2~j,j, (see Exercise A.7-15) has been used. Substitution of
Equation (10.4-7) in Equation (10.4-5) yields the relation
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Line segment ~’0.. for the construction of the particle velocity gradient tensor.

1
Wi = ggi,j,kEj,
m,n(OmWn)(Yk - Xk),

(10.4-8)

which can be rewritten as
Wi -- ~(~k,m~i,n - ~i, mdk, n)(Yk - Xk)OmWn = ~(Yk - Xk)(OkWi -- ~iWk).

(10.4-9)

From Equation (10.4-9) we conclude that the antisymmetrical part of the velocity gradient
tensor occurring in Equation (10.4-4) corresponds to a local rigid rotation that carries no local
deformation of the solid with it. Hence, only the remaining, symmetrical, part of the velocity
gradient tensor contributes to the local deformation of the solid. The latter part is introduced as
the deformation rate

di,j = (aivj + ajvO/2 ,

(10.4-10)

a symmetrical tensor of rank two that specifies the time rate of deformation that the solid
undergoes during the passage of an elastic wave. Just as for the stress, it is sometimes useful to
rewrite the expression for the deformation rate as
di,j = dk, kOi,j/3 + (di,j - dk, k~i,j/3) ,

(10.4-11)
where the first term on the fight-hand side is the isotropic dilatation rate and the second term
is the deviatoric deformation rate.
The relation between the deformation rate and the particle velocity expressed by Equation
(10.4-10) only holds as long as the particle velocity is continuously differentiable with respect
to the spatial coordinates.
In general, the deformation rate is composed of an "induced" part which is denoted by ~i,j
and is related to the stress in the solid that deforms, and an "external" part which is denoted by
hi,j and is representative for the action of external sources that impress a deformation rate to
the solid. With this, Equation (10.4-10) is replaced by
(aiVj + OjVi)/2 = Oi,j + hi, j,

(10.4-12)

or, using Equation (10.3-33), by
Ai,~,m,r~rnVr = ~i,j + hi,j .

(10.4-13)
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Equation (10.4-13) is the final form of the deformation equation used in our further analysis.
Since in Equation (10.4-13) the left-hand side and the first term on the right-hand side are
symmetrical tensors of rank two, also hi, j, as far as it contributes to the elastic wave motion, is
a symmetrical tensor of rank two.

Exercises
Exercise 10,4-1
Verify Equation (10.4-7) by using Equation (10.4-6) and the result ~,m,nQ’,m,n = 2~)j,j, (see also
Exercise A.7-15).
Exercise 10. 4-2
Derive Equation (10.4-9) from Equation (10.4-8) by using Exercise A. 7- 8 (Equation (A .7-51)).
Exercise 10.4-3
Write the velocity gradient tensor as the sum of its symmetrical and antisymmetrical parts.
Answer: Oivj .-- (Oivj + Ojvi)/2 + (~ivj - ~jVi)]2, where the first term is the symmetrical and the

second term is the antisymmetrical part.
Exercise 10.4-4

Show by using appropriate Taylor expansions, that the relative extension rate ~. of the line
segment TO~, defined as
a(P’, Q’) -d(P,Q)
~ = limAt._>O
,
d(T, 0.,) At

(10.4-14)

where d(~,Q) = [(yp - Xp)(yp - Xp)]½ >~ 0 is the distance from Pto Q, is given by
- xi) (Yj
- xj)
~ = di’j (Yi
d(T,O.,)
d(T,O.,)

(10.4-15)

and observe that (Yi- xi)/d(2, 0..) is the cosine of the angle that the line segment ~’O..includes
with the unit base vector i(i).

10.5 The constitutive relations
A constitutive relation reflects the material properties of a medium with regard to the
phenomena that are studied. For the elastic wave motion in a solid, they express, in their standard
form, the mass flow density rate ~/~ and the induced deformation rate ~i,j in terms of the particle
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velocity vr and the stress ~p,q. Several terminological aspects of the relevant relationship are
listed below. In view of the assumed passivity of the solid, it is required that for any type of
solid we have { tb~,bi,j}---~O as {Vr,~p,q}--~O. Since the constitutive relations apply to a particular
piece of matter, the elastodynamic medium properties are to be understood in the so-called
Lagrangian sense, i.e. as they are observed by a co-moving observer.

Linearity
In case the operators that express the values of { ~k,~i,j} in terms of the values of {Vr,~Yp,q} are
linear, the solid is said to be linear in its elastodynamic behaviour. If this is not the case, the
solid is said to be non-linear in its elastodynamic behaviour. A wide class of solids is found to
behave linearly in the presence of not too strongly stressed elastic wave fields. For highly
powered sources, however, non-linear effects become manifest.

Time invariance
In case the operators that express the values of { ~)k,~i,j} in terms of the values of {Vr,~p,q} are
time invafiant, the solid is said to be time invariant. Otherwise, the solid is time variant or
parametrically affected. Unless the solid parameters are affected by a time-variant external
mechanism (for example, electromagnetically or gravitationally), solids are time invariant in
their elastodynamic behaviour.

Relaxation
In case the constitutive operators express the values of { ~)k,~i,j} at some instant in terms of the
values of {Vr,TYp,q} at that same instant only, the solid is said to be instantaneously reacting in
its elastodynamic behaviour. When, on the other hand, the values of { ~k,~i,j} are expressed in
terms of the values of {Vr,~p,q} at other (usually all previous) instants, the solid is said to show
elastodynamic relaxation. The property that in relaxation phenomena only the past is involved,
is known as the principle of causality.

Local reactivity
In case the constitutive operators express the values of { @k,~i,j} at some position in space in
terms of the values of {Vr,~p,q} at that same position only, the solid is said to be locally reacting
in its elastodynamic behaviour. When, on the other hand, the values of {Vr,rp,q} elsewhere are
involved in the constitutive operator, the solid is non-locally reacting in its elastodynamic
behaviour. Almost all solids are locally reacting in their elastodynamic behaviour.
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Homogeneity
If in a certain domain in space the constitutive operators that express the values of { @k,~i,j} in
terms of {Vr,~p,q} are shift invariant, the solid is said to be homogeneous in that domain; in a
domain in space where the shift invariance does not apply, the solid is said to be inhomogeneous
or heterogeneous.

Isotropy
If at a point in space the constitutive operators that express the values of { ~k,~i,j} in terms of
{Vr,7;p,q} are orientation invariant, the solid is said to be isotropic at that point. If this property
does not apply, the solid is denoted as anisotropic. Isotropic materials have no inner structure
on a macroscopic scale; anisotropy is a macroscopic structural property and is, for solids, found
in, for example, crystalline matter.
Some examples of commonly occurring constitutive relations are discussed below. Note that
in them the co-moving time derivative Dt = Ot + VrOr, introduced in Equation (10.2-4), occurs.

Volume density of mass and compliance of an anisotropic solid
For a wide class of solids, the mass flow density rate ~/~ only depends on the particle velocity
Vr (and not on the stress ~p,q), and the induced deformation rate ~i,j only depends on the stress
~p,q (and not on the particle velocity vr). For a solid that is, in addition, linear, time invariant,
instantaneously reacting, locally reacting, and anisotropic in its elastOdynamic behaviour, we
then have
~k(X,t) = Pk, r(x)Dtvr(X,t) ,

(10.5-1)

and
~i,j(X,t) = Si, j,p,q(x)Dtrp,q(X,t),

(10.5-2)

where
Pk, r = (tensorial) volume density of mass (kg/m3),
Si, j,p,q = compliance (pa-1).
Since ~i,j

and rp,q are symmetrical tensors, the compliance satisfies the symmetry relations

Si,j,p,q = Sj,i,p,q -- Sj,i,q,p "- Si, j,q,p.

(10.5-3)

The linearity of the solid is accounted for by the fact that Pk, r and Si, j,p,q do not depend on vr
or Zp,q. The local reactivity of the solid is obvious from the fact that in Equations (10.5-1) and
(10.5-2) only one and the same position x occurs, on both the left- and the right-hand sides. The
instantaneous reaction of the solid and its time invariance are obvious from the fact that in the
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constitutive coefficients the time t does not occur. For an anisotropic solid of the indicated kind,
the volume density of mass is a tensor of rank two, and the compliance is a tensor of rank four.
In a domain where the constitutive coefficients introduced here change with position, the
solid is inhomogeneous; in a domain where they are constant, the solid is homogeneous.

Volume density of mass and compliance of an isotropic solid
We again consider the class of solids for which ¢bk only depends on vr (and not on r.p,q), while
~i,j only depends on rp,q (and not on Vr). Let the solid, in addition, be linear, time-invariant,
instantaneously reacting, locally reacting and isotropic in its elastodynamic behaviour. In that
case, the relations given in Equations (10.5-1) and (10.5-2) still apply. However, in an isotropic
solid, the constitutive operators must be completely symmetrical in all their subscripts. In
Equation (10.5-1) the constitutive tensor is of rank two; in Equation (10.5-2) the constitutive
tensor is of rank four. Now, the only unit tensor of rank two is 6k,r, while the only unit tensors
of rank four are (see Equations (A.7-38), (A.7-43) and (A.7-47))

~.a.

~

+’ =1= -g
A..t,j,p,q
(OiOi,jr~p,q
pOj q q", Oi,qr}j,p)
t,J,p,q

-~

,

,

and
1
A ~ j,p,q = -~
( a i,pr}j,q - 6 i,q~,p) .

As a consequence, for an isotropic solid we can write
(10.5-4)

Pk, r(X) = p(X)6k, r,

and
Si,j,p,q(X) = 3A(x) zSd’ "t,j,p,q + 2M(x) A~,j,p,q + 2N(x) AYt,j,p,q

,

(10.5-5)

in which p(x) and A(x), M(x), N(x) are scalar functions of position. As a consequence of the
symmetry relation Equation (10.5-3) we further have
N(x) = O,

(10.5-6)

by which Equation (10.5-5) reduces to
A.+,
Si, j,p,q(X) = 3A(x) t,J,p,q
A.a. + 2M(x)
t,j,p,q
(10.5-7)
= A(x)6i,jr3p,q + M(x)(di,pr}j,q + 6i, q6j,p).
In calculating the quantities associated with the elastic wave motion in a solid, we often need
the inverses of the constitutive relations in their standard form. For general constitutive
operators the inversion is complicated. Even for instantaneously reacting solids this remains
so. Only for the simplest case of isotropic, instantaneously reacting solids the inversion is
elementary.
Let Cp,q,i,j be the inverse of Si, j,p,q and ~rr,k the inverse of Dk, r, then we have
Dtrp,q = Cp,q,i,j~i,j,

(10.5-8)

Dtvr = Crr, k~k,

(10.5-9)
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in which
Cp,q,i,j -- stiffness

(Pa),

and
ar,k = specific volume (m3/kg).
Taking into account the symmetry of rp, q and ~i,j, it follows that the stiffness satisfies the
symmetry relations
Cp,q,i,j = Cq,p,i,j -- Cq,p,j,i = Cp,q,j,i"
(10.5-10)
Substituting Equation (10.5-8) into Equation (10,5-2), requiring identity in ~i,j, and using the
symmetry properties shown in Equations (10.5-3) and (10.5-10), it follows that the stiffness
and the compliance are interrelated via
(10.5-11)
+ r}i,qdj,P)’
Si,j,m,nCm,n,p,q
A.+.--_"~((}i,pr}j,q
1
= t,J,p,q
while substituting Equation (10.5-9) into Equation (10.5-1), and requiring identity in ~/~, it
follows that the volume density of mass and the specific volume are interrelated via
Pk, sCrs,r = dk, r"
(10.5-12)
For the case of an isotropic solid we write for the stiffness
Cp,q,i,
: j 3A(X)
A~p,q,i,j
6 + 2#(X) +
A~,q,i,j + 21~(X) A;,q,i,j .

(10.5-13)

In view of the symmetry relations shown in Equation (10.5-10) we have
(10.5-14)

~,(x) = 0,
by which Equation (10.5-13) reduces to
+
Cp,q,i,j(X=
A~p,q,i,j
6 + 21A(X) A~,q,i,j
) 3~.(X)
= ~,(X)dp,qOi,j + [Z(X)(r~p,i6q,j + Op,jr}q,i).

(10.5-15)

To establish the relationship between {A,M} in Equation (10.5-7) and {X4z} in Equation
(10.5-15) we proceed as follows. First, from Equations (10.5-2) and (10.5-7) it follows that
(10.5-16)
~i,j = ADtzp,pdi,j + 2MDt~i,j ,
while from Equations (10.5-8) and (10.5-15) it follows that
Dt~p,q = 2bi,iZp,q + 2~bp,q .

(10.5-17)

Since, furthermore, di, i = 3, Equation (10.5-16) leads to
~i,i = (3A + 2M)Dtri,i,

(10.5-18)

and Equation (10.5-17) to
Dt~p,p= (3~, ÷ 2tA)bp,p.

(10.5-19)

C ombiningEquation (10.5-18) with (10.5-19) weobtain ther elation
(3A + 2M)(35t + 2#) = 1.
Next, substitution of Equation (10.5-19) in Equation (10.5-16) leads to

(10.5-20)
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2MDtri,j : -A(32 + 2t~)bp,pti,j + ~i,j ,
while substitution of Equation (10.5-18) into Equation (10.5-17) leads to

(10.5-21)

2ktbp,q = -2(3A + 2M)Dt~i,itp,q + Dtrp,q.

(10.5-22)
Comparing Equation (10.5-21) with Equation (10.5,17) and using Equation (10.5-20) we are
led to the result
2 =-A/(3A + 2M)2M,

(10.5-23)

lz = 1/4M.

(10.5-24)
Comparing Equation (10.5-22) with Equation (10.5-16) and using Equation (10.5-20) we are
led to the result
A =-M(32 + 2/-02/z,

(10.5-25)

M= 1/4/z.

(10.5-26)

With this, the interrelationship between the constitutive coefficients in the compliance and the
stiffness of an isotropic solid has been established. The coefficients 2 and/x are known as the
Lam~ coefficients.
As regards the inertia properties we write for the isotropic case
~rr, k = ~rr)r,k .

(10.5-27)

In view of Equations (10.5-4), (10.5-12) and (10.5-27) we evidently have

cr = 1/0.

(10.5-28)

In a domain where the constitutive coefficients introduced here change with position, the
solid is inhomogeneous; in a domain where they are constant, the sol.id is homogeneous.

Inertia and compliance of a solid with relaxation
We again consider the class of solids for which ~/~ depends .only on vr (and not on ~p,q), while
~i,j depends only on rp, q (and not on Vr). Let the solid, in addition, be linear, time invariant, and
locally reacting in its elastic behaviour, and let us concentrate on the effect of relaxation. The
relevant constitutive relations are written as
~)k(X’t) = f t~__o ktk, r(X,t’)Dtvr(X,t- t’) dt’ ,

(10.5-29)

~i,j(X,t) =

(10.5-30)

Z,i,j,p,qQC, t’)Dtvp,q(:r,t- t’) dt’ .
t’=O

Inthese relations
/Zk;r = inertia relaxation function (kg/m3,s),
Xi, j,p,q = compliance relaxation function (Pa-!s-1).
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Since Oi,j and l;p,q are symmetrical tensors, the compliance relaxation function must satisfy the

symmetry relations
Xi,j,p,q = Xj,i,p,q = Xj,i,q,p = Xi,j,q,p "

(10.5-31)

The linearity of the solid is accounted for by the fact that/z/r and Xi, j,p,q are independent of
rp, q and vr. The time invariance of the solid is manifest from the property that in the integrands
on the right-hand side only the elapse time t’ between "cause" (at the instant t - t’) and "effect"
(at the instant t) occurs in the relaxation functions.
Note that in Equations (10.5-29) and (10.5-30) causality has been enforced by restricting the
interval of integration of the elapse time t’ to t’~(0, ~,.), which implies that only the values of
{Vr,~p,q} prior to t contribute to the values of {~k, Oi,j} at the instant t of observation.
Mathematically, one can express the same property by defining the relaxation functions on the
entire interval t’~(-o%oo) and requiring that they satisfy the condition
{lZk, r,X,i,j,p,q}(X,t’) - 0 when t’ < O.

(10.5-32)

On physical grounds it can be argued that the relaxation functions are bounded functions of
their time arguments. For the limiting case of an instantaneously reacting solid, the relaxation
functions approach an impulse (delta-distribution) time behaviour. In this limiting case,
Equations (10.5-29) and (10.5-30) reduce to Equations (10.5-1) and (10.5-2), provided that we
take
~k,r(x, t’) = Ok,r(x)6(t’) ,

(10.5-33)

(x, t’)
Xi, j,p,q

(10"5-34)

= S,j,p,q
i (x)6(t’) ,

where 6(t’) is the Dirac impulse distribution operative at t’ = 0.
The local reactivity of the solid is obvious from the fact that in Equations (10.5-29) and
(10.5-30) only one and the same position x occurs, both on the left- and the right-hand side.
Furthermore, in an isotropic solid, the constitutive operators must be completely symmetrical
in all their subscripts.
For an isotropic solid with relaxation we have, by analogy with Equations (10.5-4) and
(10.5-7)
flk, (x
r ,t’)=o(x ,t k,r ,

(10.5-35)

and
’ =) 3¢(x,t’)Ai,j,p, + 2g)(x,t’) ,,1,p,q
Xi, j,p,q(X,t
q

(10.5-36)
in which q~, y2, and 0 are scalar relaxation functions.

Exercises
Exercise 10.5-1
Verify that Equations (10.5-23)-(10.5-26) satisfy Equation (10.5-20).
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10.6 The boundary conditions
In those domains in a solid where the constitutive parameters change continuously with
position, the particle velocity and the stress are continuously differentiable functions of position
and satisfy the differential equations given in Equations (10.3-34) and (10.4-13), together with
the constitutive relations, examples of which are given in Equations (10.5-1) and (10.5-2), or
Equations (10.5-4) and (10.5-7), or Equations (10.5-29) and (10.5-30). Now, in practice, it often
occurs that solids with different compliance and inertia properties are in contact along
interfaces. Across such an interface, the constitutive parameters show a jump discontinuity.
From the equation of motion and the deformation rate equation it then follows that at least some
components of the particle velocity and the stress show a jump discontinuity across the interface
as well. Consequently, the particle velocity and the stress are no longer continuously
differentiable, and Equations (10.3-34) and (10.4-13) cease to hold. To interrelate the
elastodynamic wave-field quantities at either side of such an interface, a certain set of boundary
conditions is needed. To arrive at these boundary conditions, we shall assume that along the
interface the two solids remain in rigid contact. Then, all components of the particle velocity
should, on physical grounds, be continuous across the interface. (Otherwise, the solid at one
side of the interface would either move away from the solid at the other side of the interface,
or the solids would penetrate each other.) To arrive at the conditions to be laid upon the stress,
we proceed as follows.
Let S denote the interface and assume that S has everywhere a unique tangent plane. Let,
furthermore, ~rn denote the unit vector along the normal to S such that upon traversing S in the
direction of ~m, we pass from the domain ~D1 to the domain ~D2, D1 and if)2 being located at
either side of S (Figure 10.6-1).
Suppose, now, that some (or all) elastic wave quantities jump across S. In the direction
parallel to S, all elastic wave quantities still vary in a continuously differentiable manner, and
hence the partial derivatives parallel to S give no problem in Equations (10.3-34) and (10.4-14).
The partial derivatives perpendicular to S, on the other hand, meet functions that show a jump
discontinuity across S; these give rise to surface Dirac delta distributions (surface impulses)
located on ,5. Distributions of this kind would, however, physically be representative of the
action of surface sources located on ,5. In the absence of such surface sources, the absence of
surface impulses in the partial derivatives across S should be enforced. The latter is done by
requiring that these partial derivatives only meet functions that are continuous across ,5. In
general, ,5 changes with time, which we incidate by ,5 = ,5(0.
To investigate the consequences of this reasoning, we take a particular point on on ,5 and
write, at that point,
~rn = I~ra(l~s~s) -F [~rn i i~rn(l~s~s)] = gtn,s~s + Zm,sOs’

(10.6-1)

in which Nm,s = ~rn~s extracts the normal part out of a tensor with which it is contracted, and
Tm,s = C~m,s - ~rn~s extracts the tangential part out of a tensor with which it is contracted, ~m
being the unit vector along the normal to the relevant interface at the chosen point. The first
term on the right-hand side of Equation (10.6-1) contains the component of ~m parallel to ~m
(i.e. perpendicular to ,5); the second term contains the components of ~m perpendicular to ~rn
(i.e. parallel to ,5). The use of Equation (10.6-1) in Equation (10.3-34) leads to the condition
+
Ak, m,p,ql)rnVp,q = l)m(Vm,k + rk, m)/2 = tk is continuous across ,5(0,

(10.6-2)
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Figure 10.6-1 Interface $ between two solids with different elastic properties in rigid contact.

from which we conclude that the traction tk should be continuous across the interface, while
the use of Equation (10.6-1) in Equation (10.4-14) leads to the condition
Ai+,j,n,rl~nVr = (l~iVj + I~jVi)[2 is continuous across S(t).

(10.6-3)

Contraction of Equation (10.6-3) with ~,ivj leads to the condition
vivi is continuous across S(t).

(10.6-4)

Contraction of Equation (10.6-3) with ~,j leads to the condition
[~,i(~jvj) + vi]/2 is continuous across S(t).

(10.6-5)

Upon combining Equation (10.6-4) with Equation (10.6-5), the final condition on the particle
velocity becomes
vr is continuous across S(t),

(10.6-6)

which had already been anticipated on physical grounds.
Equations (10.6-2) and (10.6-6) are the boundary conditions at a source-free interface
between two different solids. Equation (10.6-6) had already been conjectured on physical
grounds, but is here shown to be consistent with the deformation rate equation.
The boundary conditions (10.6-2) and (10.6-6) at a source-free interface are of the continuity
type. Explicit boundary conditions occur in the special cases discussed below.

Boundary conditions at the boundary surface of the solid
If the solid under consideration occupies the domain D in space, explicit boundary conditions
may be prescribed at the boundary 3~D of ~D. From energy considerations it follows that we can
prescribe the particle velocity on some part ,51 of O~D, and the traction at the remaining part
32 of ~D. In general, ~D changes with time, which we indicate by ~9 = ~(t).
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Boundary condition at a void
A subdomain a9 = g)(t) of the solid is denoted as a void if in it the stress is negligibly small,
while the continuity of the traction across the boundary surface ~D = ~D(t) of the void is
maintained. Consequently, the boundary condition upon approaching the boundary surface
3~(t) of a void via its exterior is given by
limh,Otk(X + hv,t) = 0 for any x~Og)(t) ,

(10.6-7)

where v is the unit vector along the normal to Oag(t) pointing away from ~D(t). One is not free
to prescribe the particle velocity in this case. In fact, the particle velocity will, in general, have
a non-zero value at O~9(t), while it is not defined in ag(t).
A subdomain of the solid can in practice be considered as a void if the stress in it is negligibly
small compared to the stress in other parts of the solid. For example, in many applications the
pressure of the elastic wave motion in the atmosphere is negligible with respect to the stress of
the elastic wave motion in a solid structure. This applies both to the air-Earth interface in
geophysical applications and to the cracks that are to be detected in the non-destructive
evaluation of mechnical structures. If then no sources act at the relevant surfaces, they can be
regarded as traction-free, i.e. t/~---~0 upon approaching the surface via the interior of the solid
configuration.

Boundary condition at a perfectly rigid object
A material body, occupying a domain ~D(t) in the solid, is denoted as a perfectly rigid object if
it cannot be deformed (and, hence, can only be in rigid motion) and if its surface is impenetrable
to the surrounding solid. Let MkR, r be the, possibly anisotropic, mass of the rigid object (note
that "mass" here is representative of the inertia properties of the object) and let vrR = vRr(t) be
its velocity. Then, according to Newton’s law of motion, we have as a first condition
R=F
(10.6-8)
M~c,Rrdt
vr ~ ,
where FkR is the total force acting on the object. LetfkR be the volume density of body force
acting on the object and tk be the traction at its surface, then F~R is given by
F~= f f~dV+ f tl~dA.
(10.6-9)
x~D (t)
a x~D (0
As a second conditon, we have for perfect contact (no slip) at the surface of the object,
limhZoVr(X + h~,,t) = vRr (t) for any x~39(t) .

(10.6-10)

The conditions given in Equations (10.6-8)-(10.6-10) must be satisfied simultaneously.
In the limiting case M/~IRr --~ oo, we have vRr(t) ~ O, and Equations (10.6-8)-(10.6-10) are
replaced by
limhZoVr(X + hv,t) = 0 for any x~Og)(t) .

(10.6-11)

This condition also holds if the object is held immovable by external means. If Equation
(10.6-11) holds, we are not free to prescribe the traction on ~D(t).
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10.7 Low-velocity linearisation; the equations of linear elastodynamics
The system of equations that consists of the equation of motion (10.3-34), the deformation rate
equation (10.4-14) and the constitutive relations discussed in Section 10.5, is, even in the case
of solids that behave elastodynamically linearly, non-linear in the particle velocity due to the
occurrence of the latter in the operator Dt = ~t + Vr~r" This property causes considerable
difficulties in the mathematical treatment of the equations. Fortunately, in many cases met in
practice, the quantities that are associated with the elastic wave motion are small-amplitude
variations on a static equilibrium distribution of stress (for example, seismic waves in the Earth,
in which case gravity is the cause of a hydrostatic background pressure). Then, results of a
sufficient accuracy are obtained by solving the so-called linearised equations, i.e. the equations
in which only terms of the first order in the amplitudes of the small variations have been retained.
Let ~P,q
(0) = ~:
P,q(0)/x
~ ~ / be the static equilibrium distribution of stress; the corresponding particle
velocity is zero and the mass flow density rate and the deformation rate vanish since the mass
flow density and the deformation are independent of time. Then, for the process of linearisation
we write
(0) rp(,1)q (X,t)
,
(10.7-1)
rp,q -" rp,q (X) ÷
Vr = V~I)(x,t),
(10.7-2)
bp,q = b(pl,)q(X,t) ,

(10.7-3)

~k = ~(~l)(x,t),
and

(10.7-4)

f~ =f~(0)(x) +f(~l)(x,t),

(10.7-5)

hid = h~) (x,t) ,

(10.7-6)

where we have taken into account that in the static equilibrium distribution of stress no source
strain rate can occur. In general, the constitutive coefficients or relaxation functions will change
under the influence of the variations in stress and particle velocity. Accordingly, we write
Pk, r= p (kO,)(X) + p~)(X,t) ,
(10.7-7)
Si,j,p,q = ~t,j,p,q~ (x~ ~ + siO!p,q(X,t),
,

in the constitutive relations for an instantaneously reacting solid, and
(0)
JZk,r = ~lk, r(X+/~(~(x,O
,
)
Xi,j,p,q _-- (o)
Zi,j,p,q(x) + Z~)~p,q(X,t) ,

(10.7-8)

(10.7-9)
(10.7-10)

in the constitutive relations for a solid with relaxation. Substitution of Equations (10.7-1)(10.7-6) in Equations (10.3-34) and (10.4-14) leads to the following static equilibrium equation:
^+ -, (0) ~(0),
(10.7-11)
-Zak, m,p,q°mt:p,q = Jl~
and to the following equations for the small-amplitude variations:
Ak,m,p,
-, (1)
~(~1)
qOm~p,q
+ ~(1)
=Jk ,
A+
-~ (1) b(k) h(1.)
i,j,n,rOnVr -- t,j = t,j ’

(10.7-12)
(10.7-13)
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Substitution of Equations (10.7-7) and (10.7-8) in Equations (10.5-1) and (10.5-2) and of
Equations (10.7-9) and (10.7-10) in Equations (10.5-29) and (10.5-30) and retaining first-order
terms only, yields
(~(kl) (X,t)
X (1)(X,t) ,
= Pk,(0)
r( )~tVr

(10.7-14)
(10.7-15)

and
= ltk,
(~(kl) (x,t)
ft~r(X,t
(0) ,)Otv
(1) r (X,t- t’)
"=0

dt’,

(10.7-16)

(10.7-17)

respectively.
In case the static equilibrium distribution of stress has been established under the influence
of gravity at the Earth’s surface, or near to the latter, the second term on the right-hand sides of
Equations (10.7-15) and (10.7-17) is negligibly small compared to the first. For an instantaneously reacting solid this can, using a dimensional analysis, be seen as follows. Let gr be the
local value of the acceleration of free fall, then according to Newton’s law of gravitation
fk(°) = P~?~gr" Let, further, T be a characteristic time for the elastic wave phenomenon and let C
be a characteristic elastic wave speed. A characteristic stress TAU(1) and a characteristic drift
velocity V (1) of the elastic wave are then interrelated via TAU(1) = RHO(°)CV (1), where RHO(0
is a typical value of the volume density of mass tensor elements. Using these relations to
estimate the relative importance of the first and the second terms of the right-hand side of
Equation (10.7-15), we arrive at (second term)/(first term) = TG/C, where G is the magnitude
ofgr. For the values G = 10 rn/s2 and C = 2000 m/s that hold in the Earth’s crust, we obtain the
estimate: (second term)/(first term) = T/200. Hence, both terms are of equal importance for
elastic wave phenomena with a characteristic time period of 200 s. For elastic wave phenomena
with considerably shorter characteristic time periods (for example, in seismics and in the
non-destructive evaluation of mechanical structures), the second term can be neglected with
respect to the first, and Equation (10.7-15) can be approximated by
(1)
~)(X,t) (0)
-- Si,j,p,q(X)OtVlj, q (x,t)

(10.7-18)

and Equation (10.7-17) by
)OtVlj,q (X,t- t’) dt’.
b~))(x,t) =
ft°° (0) ,Xi,j,p,q(X,t
(1)
"=0

(10.7-19)

As far as the boundary conditions are concerned, we observe that, in the small-amplitude elastic
wave approximation, these apply to the boundaries at their time-independent location in the
static stress equilibrium situation.
Since we are, in subsequent chapters, only interested in the elastic-wave or dynamic part of
stress and the particle velocity, we shall, to simplify the notation, write vp q, vr, fk, hi, j, Pk, r,
),
1), ~e,_(1),
Si
i r, ~,, ?~k~lVa2r,q
r, Xi i ,, .~ instead .ofp,qv-(l,~(0),
, ,,(0), ~,(0)
’ resnectivelv T
t,J t-tc, h(1),
r t,j,p,q
r~x,r s.(Q)
,~,t,j,p,q,
r
-,a,r,~
r ate V!distinguish v/~,~) from tlae total stress, we shall henceforth denote Vi,j as the dynamic stress.
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To bring the low-velocity linearised equations of elastodynamics into their final form for
further analysis, we observe that in the low-velocity linearisation Reynolds’ transport theorem
leads to (see Equation (10.1-40))
~k(X,t) = o3t~k(x,t)

(10.7-20)

and
ii,j(X,t) = ~tei,jQc, t) ,

(10.7-21)

where ~k is the mass flow density and el,j is the deformation or strain. Substituting Equation
(10.7-20) in the equation of motion (Equation (10.7-12)) and Equation (10.7-21) in the
deformation rate equation (Equation (10.7-13)), the linearised equations of elastodynamics take
their final form:
+
-Ak, m,p,q~mt;p,q + OtqSk = fk ,

(10.7-22)

Ai+,j,n,r3nVr --Otei,=j hi,j,

(10.7-23)

which makes these equations fit into the general scheme of hyperbolic systems of space-time
partial differential equations. Using Equations (10.7-20) and (10.7-21) in Equations (10.7-14),
(10.7-15) and (10.7-16), (10.7-17), we arrive at the final form of the low-velocity linearised
constitutive relations
~k(X~t) = Pk, r(X)~rQg, t)

(10.7-24)

and
ei,j(x,t) = Si,j,p,q(X)~p,q(X,t)

(10.7-25)

for instantaneously reacting solids and
qbk(X,t) =

#k,r(X,t’)Vr(X,t- t’) dt’

(10.7-26)

and
ei’j(x’t) = f t~-O Xi’j’P’qQC’t’)VP’q(X’t- t’) dt"

(10.7-27)

for solids with relaxation.

Inverse constitutive relations
In a number of wave-field calculations we need the relationships that are inverse to the
constitutive relations in their standard form. Examples of this have already been discussed in
Section 10.5, where the stiffness has been introduced as the inverse of the compliance and the
specific volume as the inverse of the volume density of mass.
Adopting a uniform notation, we write for the instantaneously reacting solid the relationships inverse to Equations (10.7-24) and (10.7-25) as
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(10.7-28)
--1

(10.7-29)
Note that the notation with the superscript "-1" denotes the inverse of an operation and not the
reciprocal of the numbers involved. (For the reciprocal of Pk, rQC) and Si,j,p,qQC) the notation
[pk, r(X)] -1 and [Si, j,p,q(X)] -1 will be used.) To establish the relationship between p~ = pT, lk(x)
and Pl~,r = Pk, r(x) and between S~lq,i,j = st~lq,i,j(x) and Si, j,p,q = Si, j,p,q(X), Equation (10.7-28) is
substituted in Equation (10.7-24), Equation (10.7-29) is substituted in Equation (10.7-25), and
the indentity in q)k = ¢/~(x,t) and ei,j = ei, j(x,t) is invoked. This yields
~p,q(X,t) = Sp,q,i,j(x)ei,j(x,t).

-1,
~gk(X,t) = Pk, r(X)Pr, k (X)qbk,(X,t) ,

(10.7-30)

-1

ei,j (X,t) = Si,j,p,q(x)Sp,q,i,,j,(x)ei,,j,(x,t) ,
from which it follows that
-1
Pk, r(X)Pr, k’(x) = ~k,k"

(10.7-31)
(10.7-32)

for all x,

Si,j,p,q(x)Sp,q,i ,j,(x) =Ai,j,i,,j,

for all x.

(10.7-33)
For the solid with relaxation, we write the relationships inverse to Equations (10.7-26) and
(10.7-27) as (note that these relations are causal as well)
Vr(X,t) =

~ ,t") qgl~(X,t- t") dt" ,
"--0

(10.7-34)

~’

ft

-1
,,
~:p,q(X,t) = 0=0 Zp,q,i,j(x,t )ei, j(x,t- t°)

dr".

(10.7-35)

Here, too, the notation with the superscript "-1" denotes the inverse of an operation and not
the reciprocal of the numbers involved. (For the reciprocal of !Xk, r(X,t) and ~(i,j,p,q(X,t) the
noltation l[/%r(X,t)] -1 and [Zi, j,p,q(X,t)]-1 will be used.) To establish the relationship between
t~7,1~ =/Q~(x,t) and/%r =/Ulqr(X,t) and between
~(p,q,i,j
-1 = ~(~q,i,j(X,t) and Zi,j,p,q : Zi, j,p,q(X,t),
Equation (10.7-34) is substituted in Equation (10.7-26), Equation (10.7-35) is substituted in
Equation (10.7-27), and the identity in Ck = ¢ldx, t) and el,j = ei, j(x,t) is invoked. This yields
qgk(X,t) =

ltk, r(X,t )/.tr,k [x,t - t’) dt ¢~,(x,t- t") dt"

(10.7-36)

, .,, x,t
-1))(p,q,i
, ,, ,, ,j (X,t - t’) dt ei,,j,(x,t- t") dt",
~(i,j,p,q(

(10.7-37)

and

ei j(x,t)=
from which it follows that
f tt"

’=0

and

~ -1, ~

~u~:,r(x,t )#r,~: (x,t - t’) dt’= d~:,~:,6(t")

for all x

(10.7-38)
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"=0

Xi, j,p,q!.X,t )Zp,q,i ,j {,x,t - t’) dt’ = A~j,i,,j,~(t")

for all x.

(10.7-39)

Exercises
Exercise 10, 7-1
Write in full the elastodynamic space-time differential Equations (10.7-22) and (10.7-23) for
a solid.
Answer:
+ Z3,1)
3tqS1
-- zl-~l(~l,1 +/71,1)__ ~2(gl,2 +/72,1) --733(/71,3
+ ’ =fl
+/73,2) +3t~2 =f2’
- 21-01(/72,1 +/71,2)- ~:~2(/72,2 +/72,2) -- i33(7:2,3
1
--½21(/73,1 +

- i32(/73,2 +/72,3) --i33(/73,3 -t-/73,3) +3t~3 =f3 ,

(10.7-40)

and
½(31V1 -t- 31Vl) - 3tel,1 ----- hl,1,
½(31v2 + 32Vl) -3re 1,2 = hl,2,
½(31v3 ÷ ~3Vl) - 3tel,3 = hi,3,
½(32v1 -t- ~lV2) - ~te2,1 = h2,1,
½(32v2 + 32v2) - 3te2,2 = h2,2,
½(~2v3 + 33v2) - 3te2,3 = h2,3,
½(33v1 -t- 31v3) -3te3,1 = h3,1,
½(33v2 + 32v3) - 31e3,2 = h3,2,
½(33v3 + 33v3) - 3te3,3 = h3,3.

(10.7-41)

Exercise 10,7-2
Write in full the elastodynamic constitutive relations for an isotropic solid.
Answer:
q51 = pv1 ,
q52 = pv2 ,
q53 = PV3 ,
and
el,1 = A(/71,1 +/72,2 +/73,3) + 2M/71,1,
el,2 = 2M/71,2,

(10.7-42)
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el,3 = 2Mrl,3,
e2,1 = 2M~’2,1,
e2,2 = A(Vl,1 + z’2,2 + r3,3) + 2Mr2,2,
e2,3 = 2Mr2,3 ,
e3,1 = 2Mr3,1 ,
e3,2 = 2Mr3,2,
e3,3 = A(rl,1 + ~2,2 + r3,3) + 2Mr3,3.

(10.7-43)

0.8 Exchange of elastodynamic energy
In this section the exchange of energy in the acoustic wave motion that is generated by
distributed sources in an instantaneously reacting solid is investigated. The investigation is
carried out for the linearised equations discussed in Section 10.7. Using the constitutive
relations for an instantaneously reacting solid, Equations (10.7-24) and (10.7-25), the equation
of motion (10.7-22) and the deformation rate equation (10,7-23) become
+

-A~,m,p,q~m~p,q + Pk, r~tVr = fk ,

(10.8-1)

and
Ai,5,n,r~nVr - Si, j,p,q~t~p,q = hi,j,

(10.8-2)

respectively. It is assumed that the compliance and the tensorial volume density of mass satisfy,
at each position, the symmetry relations
Si,j,p,q(X.) = Sp,q,i,j(x)

(10.8-3)

and
Pk, r(X) = Pr, k(X) ,

(10.8-4)

in addition to the ones that apply already to Si,j,p,q (see Equation (10.5-3)). For reasons to be
explained later, a solid for which Equations (10.8-3) and (10.8-4) hold, is called a reciprocal
solid.
To arrive at an equation that expresses the conservation of energy, Equation (10.8-1) is
multiplied by vk (this choice is inspired by the concept of mechanical work in Newtonian
mechanics, where Fl~vlc is the time rate at which a force Fk delivers work on a particle moving
with velocity vk), Equation (10.8-2) by -zi,j and the results are added. Using the properties
-VkA~,rn,p,q~m~p,q - ~i,jA~,j,n,r~nVr
= -OmA+m,r,p,q~p,qVr = -Om[(~Sm,r + Zr, m)Vr[2],

(10.8-5)

and
VkPk, rOtVr = VkPr,k3tVr = VrPk, r3tVk = 3t(VkPk,rVr[2) ,

and

(10.8-6)
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(10.8-7)

~i, jSi,j,p,q~t~p,q -" ~i,jSp,q,i,j~tT:p,q -" ~p,qSi, j,p,q~t~i,j -" ~t(~i,jSi,j,p,q~p,q/2) ,

the relevant result can be written as
~mSam + ~tw kin -I- ~twdef = ~ext,

(10.8-8)

where

a+
Sm
= -Am,r,p,q~p,qVr
= -(~m,r + rr,ra)Vr/2

(10.8-9)

is the area density of elastodynamic power flow (or elastodynamic Poynting vector),
kin
W = Vk Pk, rVr/2

(10.8-10)

is the volume density of kinetic energy,
def
W = ~i,jSi,j,p,q~p,q]2

(10.8-11)

is the volume density of deformation energy, and
. ext
W = Vkfk - ri, jhi,j,

(10.8-12)

is the volume density of the time rate at which the sources deliver mechanical work to the
elastodynamic disturbance. Equation (10.8-8) is the local form of the elastodynamic power
balance. In fact, the fight-hand side of Equation (10.8-10) and the first term on the right-hand
side of Equation (10.8-12) are in the analysis the key terms that are directly related to the concept
of energy relation in the Newtonian mechanics of a moving point mass.
Integration of Equation (10.8-8) over some bounded domain D (Figure 10.8-1) and
application of Gauss’ integral theorem to the first term of the resulting left-hand side leads to
p a + ~tEkin + 3tE def= ]).ext,

(10.8-13)

in which
ea= fx I:mS~dA

(10.8-14)

is the net elastodynamic powerflow across ~D away from 9 (~a9 is the boundary of ~9 and Vm
is the unit vector along the normal to ~a9 pointing away from ~D),
Ekin= f wkin dV

(10.8-15)

xe~D

is the total kinetic energy stored in the elastic wave motion in ~9,
E def
= f

wdef dV

(10.8-16)

is the total deformation energy stored in the elastic wave motion in ~D, and
V~text = f 1~ext dV

(10.8-17)

is the total time rate at which the sources in ~O deliver mechanical work to the elastic wave
motion in ~D. Equation (10.8-13) is the global form, for the domain D, of the elastodynamic
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i(3)

(2)
i(1)

Figure I0.8- I

Bounded domain a3 for which the elastodynamic power balance is derived.

power balance. It expresses that the elastodynamic power delivered by the sources in ~D that
generate the elastic wave field, is partly used to build up the kinetic and the deformation energies
that are stored in the wave motion in D, while the remaining power is radiated, across O~D, away
to the surroundings of ~. (Since in this global elastodynamic power balance for the domain
~D apparently no irreversible or loss terms occur, the instantaneously reacting solid is lossless
in its elastodynamic behaviour.)
Now, for the right-handed sides of Equations (10.8-15) and (10.8-16) to really represent
stored energies they must, on physical grounds, be positive for any non-zero particle velocity
and dynamic stress, respectively. Since this condition must hold for any domain ~D, the quantities
VkPk, rVr and r:i,jSi,j,p,q~p,q must be positive for any non-zero values of vr and rp, q, respectively.
These conditions put restrictions on the admissible values of the elements of the tensors Pk, r
and Si,j,p,q (both tensors must be positive definite).
Finally, with regard to Sma it is observed that its normal component ~raSam is continuous across
an interface of two different solids in rigid contact. This follows from the fact that (see Equation
(10.6-2))
~’raS am = -trVr ,

(10.8-18)

together with the continuity of tr and vr across an interface of two solids in rigid contact (see
Equations (10.6-2) and (10.6-6)).

Isotropic solid
For an isotropic solid we have, on account of Equation (10.5-4),
kin

w =PVkVkl2,

(10.8-19)
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which is obviously positive for any non-zero value of v/~ if/9 is positive. Furthermore, we have
on account of Equation (10.5-7),
def
w = (A~i,i~p,p + 2M~i,ffi,j)/2.

(10.8-20)

This can be rewritten as
def
w = [(A + 2M/3)ri, i’~p,p + 2M(~i,j - ~p,pdi,j/3)(~i,j - ~q,q~i,j/3)]/2.

(10.8-21)

Now, the right-hand side of Equation (10.8-21) is positive for any non-vanishing 1;i,j if
A+2M/3>O and M>0.

(10.8-22)

Using these two relations in Equations (10.5-20) and (10.5-24), respectively, it also follows that
~ + 2kt/3 > 0 and ~ > 0.

(10.8-23)

Note that A and 2 can be negative, but are subject to the conditions A > -2M/3 and
2 >-2/z/3, respectively.

Exercises

Exercise 10. 8-1
What value has l)mSam at the boundary of a void (vm is the unit vector along the normal to the
boundary of the void)?
Answer: VmSr~ = 0, since tk = O.
Exercise 10. 8-2
What value has ~rnSr~ at the boundary of an immovable rigid object (Vra is the unit vector along
the boundary of the immovable rigid object)?
Answer: ~mSam = O, since Vr = O.

Exercise 10, 8-3

In a bounded domain ~O in space, sources of a bounded magnitude generate an elastic wave
field. The medium in ~D is such that the elastodynamic power balance Equation (10.8-13) holds.
The sources are active in the time interval to < t < t1. The generated elastic wave field is of a
transient nature, i.e. { ~Tp,q,Vr} (X,t) = 0 when t < t0, for all x~ ~D and { ~p,q,Vr } (X,t)-’-)O as t---~oo, for
all x~D. (a) Prove from Equations (10.8-1) and (10.8-2) that vr and rp, q are continuous at t =
t0. (b) Prove from Equation (10.8-13) that the total work delivered by the sources is radiated
across 3~D away from D. (Hint: The latter follows from
p a dt =
to

dt,
to

(10.8-24)
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since wkin = 0 and wdef = 0 at t = to for all x~D, while wkin---)0 and wdef----)0 as t---~, for all
x~D.)
Exercise 10, 8-4

Derive the energy equation for a perfectly rigid object upon which an elastic wave impinges.
(The equation of motion of the object is given by Equation (10.6-8) and the total force acting
on it by Equation (10.6-9). The object occupies the bounded domain D; the boundary surface
of D is OD, and ~’m is the unit vector along OD pointing away from D.)
Answer:
(10.8-25)
d x~D

(In deriving Equation (10.8-25), the property has been used that VmR is a constant throughout
D and on ~D, and that MlcR, r = MRS.)

10.9 The frictional-force/viscosity elastodynamie loss mechanism
In a number of cases experimental evidence necessitates incorporating in the description of an
elastic wave motion the effect of the irreversible process of the dissipation of elastodynamic
energy into heat. Such a process occurs, for example, if the relative motion of neighbouring
portions in a solid is affected by frictional forces, or if elastic waves in a fluid-filled porous
solid matrix material (which material occurs in an oil reservoir in the subsurface rock of the
Earth) are influenced by the flow resistance of the (small-size) pores. (The latter example is the
subject of investigation in poro-elastodynamics, to which subject M.A. Biot made a number of
significant contributions (see Tolstoy 1992)). A detailed analysis of these processes is beyond
the scope of the present treatise. Often, in practical cases, a description of sufficient accuracy
is arrived at by introducing in the constitutive relations terms that phenomenologically account
for such losses, the coefficients in which relations can either be adjusted to macroscopic elastic
wave experiments or be related to a particular microscopic model (such as the ones indicated
before) through a spatial averaging procedure of the type discussed in Section 10.1. In fact, the
relaxation functions introduced in Section 10.5 already serve such a purpose, but due to their
generality they are usually not amenable to a further analytic treatment of the associated elastic
wave motion. In the present section we therefore introduce in the constitutive relations simple
phenomenological elastodynamic loss terms of such a kind that further calculations, such as
the elastic wave motion generated by sources in an unbounded solid, can be carried through
analytically. The relevant terms will be chosen to be representative for frictional-force and
viscosity types of loss mechanisms.
For an anisotropic solid, Equation (10.5-1) is for this case generalised to
~k(X,t) = Kk, r(X)Vr(X) + Pk, r(x)D tvr(X,t)

(10.9-1)

and Equation (10.5-2) to
~i,j(x,t) = _Fi,j,p,q(X)~p,q(X,t) + Si,j,p,q(x)Dt~p,q(X,t).

(10.9-2)
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Here, Kk,r = tensorial coefficient of frictional force and I’i,j,p,q = tensorial coefficient of
inviscidness (i.e. the inverse of the tensorial viscosity). (Note that I’i,j,p,q must satisfy the
symmetry relations l~i,j,p,q = l),i,p,q = ~j,i,q,p = I’i,j,q,p.)
For an isotropic solid, we have
(10.9-3)

Kk, r(X) = K(X)Ok, r ,
where K = (scalar) coefficient of frictional force and

At.
ri, j,p,=q 3~(X) t,j,p,q+2r](X)
A’6’
,,.l,p,q=~(X)r}i,j~}p,q+tl(X)(r}i,pr}j,q+r}i, qOj,p), (10.9-4)

where ~ and r/are the (scalar) coefficients of inviscidness.
In the low-velocity linearisation, Equation (10.9-1) and (10.9-2) are replaced by
(10.9-5)

~tqbk(X,t) = Kk, r(X)Vr(X) + Pk, r(X)OtVr(X,t)

and
(10.9-6)

~tei, j(x,t) = l~i,j,p,q(X)Vp,q(X,t) + Si, j,p,q(X)~tVp,q(X,t) ,

respectively.
Substitution of Equation (10.9-5) in the linearised equation of motion (Equation (10.7-22))
yields
+

(10.9-7)

-Ak, rn,p,q~m~p,q + Kk, rVr + Pk, r~tVr = fk ’

Substitution of Equation (10.9-6) in the linearised equation of deformation rate (Equation
(10.7-23)) yields
Ai+,j,n,r~nVr -- Fi, j,p,q~p,q -- Si, j,p,q~t~p,q = hi,j.

(10.9-8)

To show that the newly introduced terms indeed account for energy loss extracted from the
elastic wave motion, the energy equation related to Equations (10.9-7) and (10.9-8) has to be
considered. To this end, Equation (10.9-7) is contracted with v/o Equation (10.9-8) is contracted
with rid, and the results are subtracted. Manipulations similar to the ones carried out in Section
10.8 lead to the local energy equation
~mSn + Ot(wkin + wdef) + ~ d = 1~ext,
(10.9-9)
]

in which

+

(10.9-10)
= -A~n,r,p,qVp, qVr
is the area density of elastodynamic power flow (elastodynamic Poynting vector),
kin

w = vk pl~,rVr/2

(10.9-11)

is the volume density of kinetic energy,
def
W = ~i, jSi,j,p,q~p,q]2

(10.9’12)

is the volume density of elastodynamic deformation energy,
0 d =VkKk, rVr + ~p,qi.i,j,p,q~p,q

(10.9-13)

is the volume density of dissipated power, and
. ext
w =fkVk- hi,j~i,j

(10.9-14)

is the volume density of instantaneous elastodynamic power delivered by the sources.
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The global energy equation for the domain D, with boundary surface 3D, follows by
integrating Equation (10.9-9) over D and applying Gauss’ integral theorem to the integral
containing the elastodynamic Poynting vector. The result is
(10.9-15)

pa + Ot(wkin + wdef) + pd= !},ext,

in which
pa=f Sma dam
J x~

(10.9-16)

is the net elastodynamic power flow across ~D away from D into its surroundings,
wkin "-" fx~ wkin dV

(10.9-17)

is the total kinetic energy stored in the elastodynamic wave field in D,
wdef-" f wdef dV
,t x~D

(10.9-18)

is the total deformation energy stored in the elastodynamic wave field in D,
pd= ~x~D0 d dV

(10.9-19)

is the total elastodynamic power dissipated in D, and
1,~ext -" ~ }bext dV

(10.9-20)

d x~D

is the total time rate at which the sources deliver work to the elastodynamic wave motion in
D.
The interpretation of P d as the elastodynamic power dissipated in D follows from the
consideration that it is the part of the instantaneous power delivered by the sources in D that is
used neither for the increase of the kinetic or deformation energies stored in Dnor for the transfer
of elastodynamic energy across ~D to the surroundings of D, and so must be lost for the elastic
wave process. On thermodynamic grounds we should have pd >~ 0 for any elastodynamic wave
field, which entails the properties that K/~ r must be a non-negative definite tensor of rank two
and Fi,j,p,q must be a non-negative definite tensor of rank four. (Note that Kk,r is not required
to be tensorial symmetrical in its subscripts and that Fi, j,p,q is not required to satisfy the
symmetry relation Fi,j,p,q = l~p,q,i,j.) For a solid with isotropic frictional-force losses, K should
be a positive scalar and for a solid with isotropic viscous losses, ~ and r/should satisfy the
conditions 3~ + 2r/> 0 and r/> 0.

Exercises
Exercise 10. 9-1
Carry out the steps that lead from Equations (10.9-7) and (10.9-8) to Equation (10.9-15).
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Exercise 10. 9-2

In a bounded domain ~D in space, sources of a bounded magnitude generate an elastic wave
field. The medium in ~D is such that the elastodynamic power balance (Equation (10.9-15))
holds. The sources are active in the time interval to < t < tl. The generated elastodynamic wave
field is of a transient nature, i.e. {Vr,~p,q}(X,t) = 0 when t < t0, for all x~D, and {Vr,TYp,q}(X,t)--->O
as t--->oo, for all x~D. (a) Prove from Equations (10.9-7) and (10.9-8) that vr and rp, q are
continuous at t = to. (b) Prove from Equation (10.9-15) that the total work delivered by the
sources is used to supply the energy radiated across O~D away from ~D and the dissipation loss
in the solid in ~D. (Hint: The latter follows from
padt+
~t=to

ft=-

pddt=

dt,

(10.9-21)

to t~t=- ~~rext
to

since Wkin = 0 and wdef = 0 at t = to for all x~9, while wkin--->0 and wdef--->0 as t---~oo for all
x~D.)

|0.10 Elastodynamie vector and tensor potentials in the theory of radiation
from distributed sources
The calculation of the elastic wave field radiated by sources is, certainly in inhomogeneous
and/or anisotropic media, a complicated affair. For this reason, it is standard practice to
decompose, as far as possible, the problem of the determination of the total wave field into a
number of subproblems, each of which either exhibits a particular feature or is easier to handle.
In the present section, such a decomposition will be carried out for the elastodynamic radiation
from sources in a linear, time-invariant, and locally reacting solid that may be arbitrarily
inhomogeneous and/or anisotropic in its elastodynamic properties, where the type of source
distribution (force source, deformation source) is the distinguishing feature. In the present
section, an analysis in the time domain will be presented for instantaneously reacting (i.e.
lossless) solids; a complex frequency-domain analysis for solids with relaxation will be
presented in Section 12.5. The distinction as to the type of source will lead, in a natural fashion,
to the introduction of the elastodynamic vector potential and the elastodynamic tensor potential.
Using the constitutive relations
qbk(X,t) = Pk, r(X)Vr(X,t)

(10.10-1)

and
ei,j(x,t) = Si,j,p,q(X)Zp,q(X,t)’

(10.10-2)

the simultaneous first-order differential equations for the dynamic stress and the particle
velocity become (see Equations (10.7-22)-(10.7-25))
-A~,m,p,q~mTp,q q- Pk, r~tVr =fk,
A~,j,n,r~nVr _ Si, j,p,q~tTp,q = hi, j’

(10.10-3)
(10.10-4)
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f/rf
Now let { Vr,~p,q } = tt V
r, p,q, ~ be the causal wave motion that is generated by the force source
distributionf/~ =fl~(x,t), in the absence of a deformation source distribution, i.e. for hi,j = 0. Then,
+
f q- Pk, r~tVfr =fk,
-A]c,m,p,q~m~,q

(10.10-5)

+
f
Ai, j,n,r~nVr - Si,j,p,Pt~fp,q = 0.

(10.10-6)

Equation (10.10-5) is differentiated with respect to t to yield
+
f
2f
-A~c,m,p,qOm(~t~,q) + Pk, r~t Vr = ~tfk "

(10.10-7)
Taking advantage of the fact that the right-hand side of Equation (10.10-6) is zero, this equation
is rewritten as
f
~t~fp,q=-1Sp,q,i,
+ jAi,j,n,r~nV ,
r

(10.10-8)

where S~lq,i,j is the tensor of rank four that is inverse to Si,j,p,q, i.e.
Si, j,p,qS~lq,i,,j, = zS~j,i,,j, .

(10.10-9)
Substitution of the expression for ~tVfp,q of Equation (10.10-8) in Equation (10.10-7) leads to
the second-order vector differential equation
+ +
-1 f
2f
A~,m,p,qAi,j,n,rOm ( Sp,q,i,j~nVr) - Pk, rOt vr "" -2 t f k .

(10.1 O- 10)

Equation (10.10-10) induces us to introduce the elastodynamic vector potential Ar = Ar(x,t) as
the causal solution to the second-order vector differential equation (elastodynamic vector wave
equation)
~m(S~,, lm,n,r~nAr)
- Pk, r~tAr
2 = -fk,

(10.10-11)

-1
relation
^+ ^+ t~-I
¯ ~k,m,p,q,,i,j,n,rOp,q,i,j
= S~c,m,n,r, with the volume source

in which we have used the
density of force as the forcing term on the right-hand side. Comparison of Equations (10.10-10)
and (10.10-11) leads to
Vfr= OtAr ,
(10.10-12)
while Equation (10.10-8) leads to
~.pf,,q
-1
= Sp,q,n,r~nAr,

(10.10-13)
in which causality has been used in performing the necessary integration with respect to time
and the
-1 jAi,
+ j,n,~ ---1
relation’ S~,q,i,
~,q,n,r has been used.
Let, next, {Vr,~p,q} "- {V~,~r/~q} be the causal wave motion that is generated by the deformation source distribution hi,j = hi,j(x,t), in the absence of a force source distribution, i.e. for
fk = 0. Then,
+
h
h
-A k,m,p,qOm~p,q + Pk, rOtVr = 0,
+
h
h = hi, ¯
A i,j,n,rOnVr - Si,j,p,qOt~p,
q
j

(10.10-14)
(10.10-15)

Taking advantage of the fact that the right-hand side of Equation (10.10-14) is zero, this equation
is rewritten as
- 1 _+
-~ h
~tvhr = -Pr, klAk, m,p,qOra~gp,q,

where p~,~ is the tensor of rank two that is inverse to Pk, r, i.e.

(10.10-16)
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-1

Pl~,rPr, l~’ = 6/~k’ ¯

(10.10-17)

Furthermore, Fxtuation (10.10-15) is differentiated with respect to t to yield
+
h
2h
Ai, j,n,r~n(~tVr) - Si, j,p,qOt ~p,q - Othi, j .

(10.10-18)

Substitution of the expression for OtVrh of Equation (10.10-16) in Equation (10.10-18) leads to
the second-order tensor differential equation
+

+

-1 h

2h

Ai,j,n,rAk,m,p,q~n(Pr, kOm~p,q) - Si,j,p,q~t l:p,q "- ~thi, j .

(10.10-19)

Equation (10.10-19) induces us to introduce the elastodynamic tensor potential Wp, q = Wp, q(X,t)
as the causal solution to the second-order differential equation (elastodynamic tensor wave
equation)
+
+
-1
2
A i, j,n,rA k, m,p,q~ n ( P r, k~ m Wp ,q) -- Si,j,p,q~t Wp,q
= -hi,j ,

(10.10-20)

with the volume source density of deformation rate as the forcing term on the right-hand side.
Comparison of Equations (10.10-19) and (10.10-20) leads to
h
7rp,q = -~tWp,q ,

(10.10-21)

while Equation (10.10-16) leads to
h -1 +
vr = -Pr,kAk,m,p,q~mWp,q,

(10.10-22)

in which causality has been used in performing the necessary integration with respect to time.
Since the total wave field is the superposition of the two constituents, i.e.
-" {Vf +
{Vr,~p,q}
h fq -b h
Vr,~D,
~p,q} ,

(10.10-23)

we end up with
r, kAk,
Vr = OtAr-p -1
+ m,p,q~mWp,q,
-1

+

Tp,q = -~tWp,q q- Sp,q,i,jAi, j,n,r~nAr ,

(10.10-24)
(10.10-25)

which are the desired representations.
From the analysis it is clear that there exists some freedom in the choice of the vector and
tensor potentials. In particular, this applies to the incorporation of differentiations or integrations
with respect to time. In our procedure, care has been taken to arrive at final expressions in which
each term contains only first-order differentiations, either with respect to time or with respect
to the spatial coordinates, since this turns out to be the preferred structural distribution of
derivatives for the study of wave phenomena.

Exercises
Exercise 10.10-1
Verify that Equations (10.10-24) and (10.10-25) satisfy Equations (10.10-3) and (10.10-4),
provided that Equations (10.10-11) and (10.10-20) are satisfied.
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10.11 Point-source solutions; Green’s functions
In this section the decomposition of the total elastodynamic wave field into partial constituents
is further carded through by considering each of the two separate volume source distributions
(viz. the one of the force type and the one of the deformation type) as the continuous
superposition of corresponding point sources in space-time. This is mathematically achieved
by writing the volume source density of forcef/c =fk(x,t) as
fl~(X,t) = | dt’ | 61c, i~,6(x
- x: t - t’) flc’(x: t’) dV
gt’~ Jx’~er

(10.11-1)

and the volume source density of deformation rate hi,j = hi,j(x,t) as
hi j(x,t) = dt

Ai, j,i,,j,~(x -x,t - t )hi,,j,(x,t ) dV,

(10.11-2)

t~x~

where 9T is ~e spatial suppo~ of ~e distributed soumes and where ~e sifting prope~y of the
Dirac delta ~stdbution 6(x - x’,t - t’) operative at x’ = x and t’ = t has been used. Now, let th
tensor function of ra~ two Gr¢~, = Gr¢i,(x,x:t,t’) satisfy the second-order tensor ~fferential
equation (see ~uation (10.10-11))
-1
A
2A
~m (Sk, m,n,r~nGr, k’) -- Pk,~ t Gr,k’ = -~k,k’(X - X ,t - t’)
(10.11-3)

anO tensor of four = atisfy =cond-ord r tensor
¯ fferemial equation (see ~uation (10.10-20))
~j,n,r~,m,p,qan(p~amap~,i,,j,) - Si,j,p,qa~ap~,i,,j,
+

= --~i,j,i,,j,~(X -- X;t -- t’),

(10.11-4)

then ~uafions (10.10-11) and (10.10-20) ~e satisfied by
t~

A

t

[ Gr,~,(x,x,t,t’)A,(£t’) dV
d t’~ d x’~9r

ar(x,O = I ~

(10.11-5)

and
Wp,q(X,0 = [ dt [ _Gp,q,i,,j,(x,x,t,t )hi,,j,(x’,t )dV,

(10.11-6)

respectively. The proof follows by observing that the differentiations in the left-hand sides of
Equations (10.10-11) and (10.10-20) are with respect to x and t, whereas the integrations in the
right-hand sides of Equations (10.11-1), (10.11-2) and (10.11-5), (10.11-6) are with respect to
, ) is known as the (tensor) Green,s function associated
X’ and t’. The function Gr Ak" = GrAk’(x,x~,t,t
¯ ’
’
.
o
W = Gp,q,i,,j
w ,
with the elastodynamtc vector potenttal Ar = Ar(X,t); the funct,on G~,q,i,,j,
(x,x,,t,t,)
is the (tensor) Green’s function associated with the elastodynarnic tensor potential Wp, q =
Wp, q(X,t). In view of the time invarihnce of the media involved, both Green’s functions depend
on t and t’ only via the difference t - t’. Furthermore, taking the Green’s functions to be the
causal solutions to Equations (10.11-3) and (10.11-4), respectively, ensures the causality of Ar
= Ar(X,t) and Wp, q = Wp, q(X,t) and, consequently, of the generated wave field.
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The role that these Green’s functions play in the solution of elastodynamic wave problems
will be more extensively discussed in Chapter 14.

Exercises
Exercise 10,11-1
Let u = u(x,t) be the solution to the scalar wave equation
2u = -p
OmOrnu - -2
c Ot

(10.11-7)

that is causally related to the action of the sources with volume density/9 = p(x,t). The spatial
support of the volume source density is ~PT. (a) Give the differential equation for the Green’s
function G = G(x,x;t,t’) and (b) express u = u(x,t) as a superposition of point-source solutions.
Answers:
(a) ~m~mG-c-2~2tG=-~(x-x~,t- t’) ;

(10.11-8)

and

(b)

u(x,t) : | dt’ ! G(x,x;t,t’)p(x;t’) dV.

(10.11-9)

10.12 The elastodynamic wave equation for the particle velocity in a
Iossless solid
In a number of applications it is, both in analytical calculations and in numerical computations,
customary in the literature to evaluate the state quantities (particle velocity and dynamic stress)
of the elastic wave motion in the solid by first solving the particle velocity from the second-order
partial differential equation that results from eliminating the dynamic stress from the first-order
coupled elastic wave equations, and subsequently obtaining the dynamic stress by expressing
it in terms of the calculated values of the particle velocity. This procedure is relatively easily
carried out in an instantaneously reacting (i.e. lossless) solid. For such a solid, the first-order
coupled acoustic wave equations are (see Equations (10.8-1) and (10.8-2))
+

-Ak,m,p,qOmrp,q + Pk, r~tVr = fk ,

(10.12-1)

Ai+,j,n,r~nl~r - Si, j,p,Pt~p,q = hi, j,

(10.12-2)

in which Pk, r = Pk, r(X), Si,j,p,q = Si, j,p,q(X) and
A~+,m,p,q~m~p,q "" ~rn(~;k~rn + ~rn,k~ /2

(10.12-3)

and
Ai+,j,n,rOnVr = (~il)j + ~jvi)/2 .

(10.12-4)
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Using the stiffness Cp,q,i,j = Cp,q,i,j(x) (i.e. the inverse of the compliance), Equation (10.12-2)
is rewritten as (see Equation (10.5-8))
O t~p,q = Cp,q,i,j(A~,j,n,rOnVr - hi,j).

(10.12-5)

This expression is substituted in the time-differentiated form of Equation (10.12-1). With the
aid of
+

+

Ak, m,p,q~m(Cp,q,i, jAi, j,n,rOnVr) = ~m(Ck, m,i, jOivj)

(10.12-6)

and
A~,m,p,q~m(Cp, q,i,jhi, j) = Om(Ck, m,i, jhi, j) ,

(10.12-7)

where the symmetry properties shown in Equation (10.5-10) and hi,j = .hi,i have been used, the
result can be written as
Om( Ck, rn,i, jOivj) - Pk, rO2t Vr= -Ot fk + Om(Ck,ra,i,jhi,j)"

(10.12-8)

Equation (10.12-8) is known as the elastodynamic wave equation for the particle velocity in an
anisotropic, lossless solid. Once Equation (10.12-8) has been solved, the dynamic stress follows
from Equation (10.12-5).

Isotropic solid
For an isotropic solid the stiffness is given by (see Equation (10.5-15))
6
+
Cp,q,i,j = 32A~p,q,i,j + 2~A~,q,i,j
= ~,6p,q~i,j + ~(Op,iOq,j + Op, j6q,i),

(10.12-9)

in which 2 = 2(x) and/z = tt (x) are the Lam6 coefficients, and the tensorial volume density of
mass by (see Equation (10.5-4))
(10.12-10)
in which p = p(x) is the scalar volume density of mass. Substitution of Equations (10.12-9) and
(10.12-10) in Equation (10.12-8) leads to
Pk, r = Pak, r ,

~k(Z~iVi) + bm(~OkVm) + ~m(tA~mVk)- p~t2Vk

(10.12-11)
Equation (10.12-11) is the elastodynamic wave equation for the particle velocity in an isotropic,
lossless solid. Once Equation (10.12-11) has been solved, the dynamic stress follows from (see
Equations (10.12-5) and (10.12-9))
=-~tfk + ~k(2hi, i) + Om(l’thk, m) + ~m(!’thm,k) "

Ot~p,q = 2~p,q~iVi + ~(~pVq + OqVp) -- [2~p,qhi,i + ~(hp,q + hq,p)] .

(10.12-12)

Homogeneous, isotropic solid
For a homogeneous, isotropic solid the Lam6 coefficients and the scalar volume density of mass
become constants, and Equation (10.12-11) can be rewritten as
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POt
(~, + pt)~k~iVi + ~m~mV
_ 2=-Otfk + ;u3khi,i + 2quOmhk, rn ,
k Vk
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where the symmetry property hi,j = hi,i has again been used. Equation (10.12-13) is the
elastodynamic wave equation for the particle velocity in a homogeneous, isotropic solid. The
dynamic stress follows, again, from Equation (10.12-12).

10.13 The equivalent fluid model for dilatafional waves in a solid
In many instances, for example in the seismic exploration for fossil energy resources and in the
non-destructive evaluation of mechanical structures, a first impression of the behaviour of
elastic waves in inhomogeneous configurations is arrived at by only paying attention to the
propagation, reflection, transmission, and scattering of dilatational waves. As far as their
deformation rate is concerned, the latter are characterised by the (more restricted) cubic
dilatation rate
O = OrVr’
(10.13-1)
while in the coupling of this quantity to the dynamic stress only the isotropic dynamic tension
a = ~i,i/ 3

(10.13-2)

is taken into account and the coupling to the deviatoric part of the dynamic stress is neglected.
In the present section, we shall derive the pertinent equations for a perfectly elastic (i.e. lossless)
solid; the corresponding equations for a solid with relaxation follow by replacing the resulting
constitutive relations by their time convolution counterparts.
First, to arrive at an expression for the cubic dilatation rate, we contract the (linearised)
deformation rate equation
A~,j,n,r~nVr _ Si, j,p,q~t.~p,q = hi,j

(10.13-3)

over the subscripts i and j, and thus obtain
brVr _ Si, i,p,q~t77p,q = hi,i’

(10.13-4)

Upon writing (see Equation (10.3-30))
~p,q = (.¢i,i]3)¢}p,q + [~p,q -- (~i,i]3)Op,q] ,

(10.13-5)

where the first term on the right-hand side is the isotropic dynamic tension cr as given by
Equation (10.13-2) and the term in brackets is the deviatoric dynamic stress, we have
Si,i,p,qOt~p,q = Si,i,p,p~tt7 + Si,i,p,q~t [~p,q - (~i,i[3)Op,q] .

(10.13-6)

Upon neglecting in Equation (10.13-6) the influence of the second term on the right-hand side,
Equation (10.13-4) is approximated by
~rVr _ KOt[7 = hi,i’
(10.13-7)
where we have introduced the colnpressibility K of the solid as
~ = Si,i,p,p"

In the linearised equation of motion

(10.13-8)
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+

-Ak, m,p,q~mTp,q + Pk, r~tVr = fk

(10.13-9)

we again neglect the influence of the deviatoric dynamic stress. With Equation (10.13-2) this
leads to
-~kcr + Pk, r~tVr = fk
as the approximate equation of motion for the dilatational waves.

(10.13-10)

Isotropic solid
For an isotropic solid, we have (see Equation (10.5-7))
Si, j,p,q = At~ i,j~p,q +

2MA~,j,p,q

(10.13-11)

and hence, since di,i = 3 and z~-[,i,p,p = 3,
Si,i,p,p - 3(3./1 + 2M),
or, together with Equation (10.13-8),

(10.13-12)

~c = 3(3A + 2M).

(10.13-13)
In terms of the Lam6 (stiffness) coefficients, the compressibility is given by (see Equation
(10.5-20))
~c=(2 + 2/z/3)-1,
(10.13-14)
or
~c = K-1,

(10.13-15)

where
K=2 + 2/z/3
is the bulk or compression modulus.
Furthermore, for an isotropic solid we have
Pk, r = Pt~k,r ,

(10.13-16)

(10.13-17)

where p is the scalar volume density of mass.
Equations (10.13-7) and (10.13-10) will, for the approximation under consideration, be used
in our further discussions. For isotropic solids, they are supplemented by Equation (10.13-17).

Boundary conditions at a source-free interface
An analysis of the type developed in Section 10.6, applied to Equations (10.13-7) and (10.13-10)
leads to the following boundary conditions to be satisfied at a source-free interface between
two media with different constitutive coefficients:
cr is continuous across interface,

( 10.13-18)
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(10.13-19)

where um is the unit vector along the normal to the interface.
Boundary conditions at the boundary surface of the solid
If the solid under consideration occupies the bounded domain D in space, explicit boundary
conditions may be prescribed at the boundary surface 0 D of D. Admissible boundary conditions
are: a prescribed isotropic dynamic tension on some part S1 of 0D and a prescribed normal
component of the particle velocity at the remaining part 52 of 3D. In the present approximations
we are not allowed to prescribe the tangential part of the particle velocity on OD.

Boundary conditions at a void
A subdomain a9 of the solid is denoted as a void if in it the dynamic stress is negligibly small,
while the continuity of the isotropic dynamic tension across the boundary surface 3D of the
void is maintained. Consequently, the boundary condition upon approaching the boundary
surface OD of a void via its exterior is in the present approximation given by
limhzOa(X + h~,,t) = 0 for any x~0~D,

(10.13-20)

where v is the unit vector along the normal to OD pointing away from D. We are not free to
prescribe the normal component of particle velocity in this case. In fact, the particle velocity
will, in general, have a non-zero value at OD, while it is not defined in D.

Boundary condition at a perfectly rigid object
A material body occupying a domain D in the solid, is denoted as a perfectly rigid object if it
cannot be deformed and, hence, can only be in rigid motion, and if its surface is impenetrable
to the surrounding solid. Let MkR, r be the, possibly anisotropic, mass of the rigid object and let
VrR = vrR(t) be its velocity. Then, according to Newton’s law of motion, we have as a first
condition
MkR, rOtvrR= F~ ,
(10.13-21)
R
R
where Fk is the total force acting on the object. Letfk be the volume density of body force
acting on the object and a be the isotropic dynamic tension at its surface, then F~R is given by
F~= fx f~dV+ f avkdA.

(10.13-22)

~ xc--~D

As a second conditon, we have at the surface of the object,
limhs0 VrVr(X + hv,t) = VrVrR for any x~OD.

(10.13-23)
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The conditions given in Equations (10.13-21 )-( 10.13-23) must be satisfied simultaneously.
In the limiting case MkR, r---~,, we have vrR(t)--~O, and Equations (10.13-21)-(10.13-23) are
replaced by
limh¢0 ~’rVr(X + h~’,t) = 0 for any x~0~D.

(10.13-24)

This condition also holds if the object is held immovable by external means. If Equation
(10.13-24) holds, we are not free to prescribe the is otropic dynamic tension on 0 ~D. Furthermore,
we are in the present approximation not allowed to put conditions on the tangential part of the
particle velocity on Oa9.

Boundary condition at an interface with surface sources
In the modelling of some elastodynamic problems (in particular in seismics), it is advantageous
to allow for the presence of surface sources at the interface between two media with different
constitutive coefficients. These surface sources must be compatible with Equations (10.13-7)
and (10.13-10), i.e. they must at most give rise to jump discontinuities in the elastic wave-field
quantities across the relevant interface. Let ~D1 and D2 denote domains at either side of the
interface S and let ~’r(1) and ~’r(2) denote the unit vectors along the normal to S pointing away
from ~D1 and ~2, respectively. From Equation (10.13-7) it then follows that at most the normal
component of the particle velocity can jump by a finite amount, i.e.
limh~.O[l~r(1)(X)Vr(X + h~’(1),t) + ~’r(2)(X)Vr(X + h~’(2),t)]= hS(x,t) for x~S , (10.13-25)
where hs is the area density of normal deformation rate, while from Equation (10.13-10) it
follows that the isotropic dynamic tension can at most jump by a finite amount, i.e.
-limhzO[~l)(x)a(x + hv (1),t) + l~k(2)(x)tT(x + hv (2),t)]= f~(x,t) for x~S , (10.13-26)
wherefff is the area density of normal surface force. (Note thatf~S is oriented along the normal
to the interface.)
Equations (10.13-7) and (10.13-10) are the deformation rate equation and the equation of
motion, respectively, for acoustic waves in a fluid provided that the isotropic dynamic tension
is identified with the opposite of the acoustic pressure. For this reason, the relevant model for
dilatational waves in a solid is also referred to as the equivalent fluid model for dilatational
elastic waves in a solid. For the introduction of the scalar and vector wave potentials associated
with Equations (10.13-7) and (10.13-10), as well as for the corresponding Green’s functions,
we refer to Part 1 of the Handbook.

Exercises
Exercise 10, 13-1
Show that, for a solid with relaxation, the equations for the equivalent fluid model for
dilatational waves in a solid are given by
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(10.13-27)

~rVr- ~tei, i = hi,i,

(10.13-28)
in which
ei,i(x,t) =

Zi,i,p,p(x,t’)a(x,t- t’)

(10.13-29)

~k,r(x,t’)Vr(X,t- t’) dr’.
’=0

(10.13-30)

and
¯ k(x,t) =

10.14 Sl units of elastic wave quantities
In Table 10.14-1 the SI units of the elastic wave quantities discussed in the present chapter, are
listed.
Table 10.14-I

Elastic wave quantities and their units in the International System of Units (SI)

Quantity

Unit

Name

Symbol Name

Total number
Volume
Number density
Drift velocity
Rate of creation
Rate of annihilation
Volume density of rate of creation
Volume density of rate of annihilation
Area
Volume density of mass
Inertia relaxation function
Mass flow density
Mass flow density rate
Volume density of rate of creation of mass
Volume density of rate of annihilation of mass
Force
Traction
Volume source density of force
Dynamic stress
Deformation rate
Deformation (strain)

N
V
n
vr
/~rcr
/~ann

hcr
tiann
A
Pk, r
Pk, r
~bk
~k
/Scr
/~ann

Fk
tk
fk
rp,q
~i,j
el,j

metre3
metre-3
metre/second
second-1
second-1
metre-3.second-1
metre-3.second-~
metre2
kilogramme/metre3
kil°gramme/metre3"second
2 .second
kilogramme/metre
kilogramme/metre:Z.second:z
3 .second
kilogramme/metre
ramme/metre3"second
kilog
newton
pascal
newton/metre3
pascal
sec°nd-1

Symbol

m3
m-3
m/s
s-1
s-1
m-3.s-~
m-3.s-1
m2
kg/m3
kg/m3’s
kg/m2.s
kg/m2.s2
kg/m3.s
kg/m3"s
N
Pa
N/m3
Pa
s-1
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Units (SI)
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Elastic wave quantities and their units in the International System of

Quantity

Unit

Name

Symbol Name

Compliance
Compliance relaxation function
Volume source density of deformation rate
Elastodynamic power
Volume density of kinetic energy
Volume density of deformation energy
Volume density of dissipated power
Dissipated power
Kinetic energy
Deformation energy
Time rate of work
Elastodynamic Poynting vector

Si, j,p,q
~,i,j,p,q

hi,j
pa
wkin
Wdef

~d
pd
E kin
Edef

~
Sma

pascal-1
pascal-l.second-1
second-1
watt
joule/metre3
joule/metre3
watt/metre3
watt
joule
joule
joule/second = watt
watt/metre2

Symbol
pa-1
pa-l.s-1
s-1
W
J/m3
J/m3
W/m3
W
J
J
J/s = W
W/m2
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